
PREFACE 

In 1977 the Commission issued ZCRP Pubfication 27, “Problems Involved in Developing an 
Index of Harm”. That report discussed the difficulties of making an appropriate comparison of 
radiation and other effects, and suggested a quantitative index to take account of the length of 
life or full activity lost as a result of occupational causes. 

The Commission recognised that the evidence on occupational risks considered in ICRP 
Publication 27 came from only a few nations, and that more detailed data were essential ifit were 
thought desirable to make a more broadly-based assessment of an index of harm. In 1981 the 
Commission asked Sir Edward Pochin to extend the scope of ZCRP Publication 27 to include 
new data on occupational accident risks, and to include a consideration of radiation-induced 
non-fatal cancers, non-stochastic effects and hereditary detriment. 

The Commission wishes to express its gratitude to Sir Edward for preparing this report. 
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INTRODUCTION 

(1) Occupational risks in different industries differ greatly in their magnitude as well as in 
their nature. Any attempt to review the relative safety of different industries, therefore, involves 
two forms of assessment: firstly, estimation of the size of all significant risks, such as the rates of 
accidental deaths, injuries and diseases; and secondly, some evaluation of the relative amount of 
detriment that is judged to be caused by each kind of harmful effect. No adequate progress can 
be made in grading the relative safety of industries involving different kinds of risk unless the 
total detriment from different types and frequencies of harmful effect can be aggregated and 
assessed according to some acceptable method. And, in the absence of such a method, 
comparisons will tend to be based on unduly limited estimates of occupational harm, such as the 
annual fatality rates from all occupational causes. 

(2) The need to compare different occupational risks is evident in industries which involve 
exposure to chemicals, or to physical agents such as ionizing radiation, from which the risk of 
induced disease or hereditary abnormality may add significantly to the risks of injury or 
accidental death. In such cases, the level of safety in the industry can only properly be assessed, 
and compared with that in other industries, if the total harm in the different industries can be 
evaluated, however approximately, in comparable terms. 

(3) In its 1CRP Publication 26l in 1977, the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection emphasized the importance of ensuring that the likely risks from occupational 
exposure to radiation should at least not exceed those observed in other occupations recognized 
as having high standards of safety. While reviewing this comparison of risks in terms of the 
average annual mortality rates of workers due to occupational hazards, it referred to the need 
for considering, and aggregating, a fuller range of harmful effects than only those of deaths from 
occupational diseases and injuries. 

(4) In a report to the Commission published in the same year, its ZCRP Publication 27’ on 
“Problems involved in developing an index of harm”, it was suggested that the lengths of time 
lost from normal health and activity as a result of occupational injuries and illnesses might form 
a basis for an index of total industrial harm, provided that an appropriate weighting was 
attached to equal periods of time lost in different ways-either in brief periods of temporary 
disability, or from different degrees of permanent disability, or as an absolute loss of life 
expectancy resulting from fatal occupational injury or disease. The weighting should relate to 
the way in which injuries and diseases of different severity were perceived as causing hardship. It 
might then yield an index based on the average time lost per working year that reflected 
approximately both the factual and the perceived safety or risk of an industry. 

(5) The achievement of some acceptable index of harm appears to be important not only to 
assess the safety of any one industry, and monitor the change in this level of safety with time or 
under different working conditions. It is important also in establishing quantitatively the range 
of risks throughout industry as a whole, so that the safety of particular exposure limits or other 
industrial practices can be properly reviewed in the perspective of occupational risks in general, 
their variability, and their progressive reduction. 

(6) This report, therefore, aims to bring together various types of numerical information that 
are relevant to basing an index of harm on lengths of time lost through occupational injury and 
disease. The intention is to provide illustrations, rather than any comprehensive review, of the 
points involved, although doing so on a wider basis than was available in ZCRP Publication 27. 
While the emphasis is again on comparing the risks of radiation with those of occupational 
injuries and illnesses in general, it is evident that similar comparisons could, in principle, be 
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made for other potentially harmful agents in the working environment. It is clear also that some 
of the methods that can be used to assess the amounts of occupational harm due to different 
sources are relevant also to evaluating the harm that may be caused by factors present in the 
public environment. 

(7) The assessment of occupational risk in terms of lengths of life or health and activity lost is 
considered in regard to that from three forms of harm: 

(a) Harm from occupational injuries. 
(b) Harm from diseases attributable to occupational conditions other than exposure to 

ionizing radiation. 
(c) Harm from radiation exposure. 

The Index of Harm proposed in the present report is based on such a criterion of total time lost 
as a result of all forms of occupational harm, and expressed as years of healthy life lost per 1000 
worker-years at risk. * 

OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES 

(8) Data are available from a number of countries, and for many industries, on the 
frequency-per year and per number of workers at risk-of occupational injuries. Such injuries 
are commonly recorded in three groups: 

(a) Fatal, or fatal within a stated period of time after the accident. 
(b) Temporary, involving limited periods off work. 
(c) Causing permanent incapacity, of greater or less degree. 

Estimation of Time Loss from Occupational Injuries 

Fatal accidentst 

(9) The lengths of life lost as a result of fatal accidents in an industry can be estimated if 
information is obtained on the ages at which these deaths occur and the mean expectation of life 
at these ages. Although records are not usually-available for a particular industry of the age 
distribution of deaths, or even of workers, an adequate approximation can be made, as discussed 
in paragraph 39, for the usual mean loss of life per accidental death-typically of about 35 
years-although this figure will vary with the age (and sex) distribution of workers in the 
industry and with any substantial changes in type of work by older workers. 

Accidents causing temporary disability 

(10) The lengths of time lost from normal health and activity as a result of injuries causing 
temporary disability can also be assessed when, as is often the case, records include the total 
number of working days lost per year in an industry from this cause, or the number of accidents 

* This report is primarily concerned with the risks due to different “occupations”, or types of work, carried out by 
workers in different “industries”, or types ofemploying organization. Since, however, risks are commonly quoted as the 
averages for all workers in an industry as a whole, the words occupation and industry, and the associated adjectives, are 
often used interchangeably. 

t Throughout this report, the frequency of fatal accidents refers to the frequency with which individuals are killed by 
accidental injuries and not to the frequency of accidents causing one or more deaths. 
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involving days off work and the average number of days off work per such accident. The total 
time loss recorded in this way is likely to depend to some extent on the practice regarding 
disability in different countries and industries, and particularly when the capacity to return to 
normal work is influenced by the nature of the occupation. An approximate estimate can, 
however, often be made of the calendar periods of impaired health from such injuries, assuming 
likely numbers of working days per year in the industry or country. This estimate will 
necessarily omit the detriment due to disabilities that are insufficient to prevent continuing at 
work (or to prevent it for more than three days, in many records). This, however, is likely to be a 
minor component of detriment in most industries. 

(11) When durations of incapacity for work are not recorded, amounts of detriment cannot 
be assessed in terms of time loss, although such records may be informative in showing how 
injuries of a given severity, for example as causing more than three days off work, vary with the 
frequency of fatal accidents in industries of differing risk or safety.’ 

Accidents causing permanent disability 

(12) For permanent disabilities, quantification is more difficult and inevitably involves a 
subjective judgement, since these disabilities range from quite minor but continuing impairment 
of activity or working capacity, to severe loss of health and complete inability to continue work, 
at least in the original industry. 

(13) Detailed schedules are, however, used in a number of countries, for the grading-relative 
to permanent total disability to work-of permanent partial disability due to different specified 
anatomical lesions or impairments of function. In some cases, the same grading is used 
uniformly in all industries,3 for example to specify the amount of compensation as a percentage 
of that given for total permanent disability for work. 

(14) In some instances, each grade of severity is assigned a rating as the equivalent number of 
days of total disability. For example in Japan4 the three most severe grades of disability are 
rated with the same number (7 500) of working days as are taken as the mean loss of working life 
from a fatal accident. The lowest grade (of the 14 grades used) is given a rating of 50 days. In 
other cases, the duration of impairment can be determined from the mean age at which such 
accidents occur, or estimated on this basis. 

(15) As in the case of temporary disabilities, the total of years off work (or years per 1000 
worker-years at risk) will not, of course, necessarily be thought to have the same detriment per 
year as the years of life lost through fatal accidents. 

Comparability of bases for estimating time loss 

(16) In comparing occupational accident rates recorded in different countries, various points 
need to be borne in mind. 

(a) Although industries or occupations may be grouped under the same classification, or 
Standard International Classification (SIC) number, the types of work carried out may 
differ considerably in different countries. This is likely to apply particularly to categories 
such as manufacturing and mining, in which the average risk will be influenced by the 
main kinds of product manufactured, or type of mining (hardrock or coal, underground 
or surface, etc.). There is evidence also that risks of fatal accidents may be substantially 
higher in undertakings employing small numbers than in those with large workforces; 
and average risks in certain industries may be higher in some developing countries than in 
highly industrialized ones for this reason alone. In very large industries, risks may become 
smaller again’ (as in US data shown in Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Occupational injury rates for US industries by employment size, 1981. Injury rates expressed as percentages of 
mean rates in each industry for all sizes of employment. Source: “Occupational injuries and illnesses in the United States 

by industry, 1981”. US Department of Labor, Bulletin 2164, Washington D.C., January 1983. 
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(d) 

Numbers of accidents may be recorded according to different criteria: those reported 
comprehensively to a national authority, or through industrial organizations, or 
determined on a sampling basis; those returned by such organizations as choose to report 
to a concern such as an accident prevention society (and in such cases the risk of bias is 
evident); or those injuries for which compensation has been awarded by national or 
industrial agencies. 

The “denominator”, or numbers of workers at risk, may be based on estimates of all 
workers or all full-time workers, or on the number of (part-day) shifts worked, or on the 
number of man-hours involved (a distinction in certain records being made between 
man-hours worked and man-hours paid for). Risks in agriculture may include those to all 
present on farms and not only to owners and employees. And a fall in risk rates in some 
industries in the UK may have followed a change from recording risks to all “operatives” 
directly engaged in the production activity of the industry, to those for all employees of 
the industry.6 

In some instances, risks incurred during travel to and from work are confounded with 
those that occurred at work and in any travel required in the course of the work. 
Ordinarily, however, the distinction is made, and the risks of accidents in transit are 
discussed below (paragraphs 25 and 26). 

(17) Sufficient information can, however, be obtained to establish typical levels of risk in 
different conditions, despite these difficulties and the need to reject some sources of accident 
data because of ambiguities, likelihood of bias, confounding of disabilities from injuries and 
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diseases, or insufficient numbers to allow even approximate estimates of risk. It must be 
recognized also, however, that a national government or industrial health service may be more 
concerned to identify the industries from which most accidents result, than to record those in 
which the risk to the individual worker is greatest. Since it will often be easier to obtain complete 
records of numbers of accidents, and particularly of the more severe ones, than to establish the 
total number of workers in an industry, it is understandable that much recorded information on 
accident frequencies is useless as evidence of the risks to workers or the trends in time in these 
risks, for lack of evidence on numbers of workers at risk. 

Fatal Occupational Accident Rates 

Range of recorded rates 

(18) The frequency with which fatal accidents occur in different industries ranges very widely, 
and usually over more than two orders of magnitude in countries for which detailed records are 
available. The highest rates often exceed a thousand deaths annually per million workers at risk. 
The lower rates are less easily evaluated, since, in small industries examined over short periods 
of time, few or no deaths may occur but the inferred rates have wide confidence limits. 

(19) This is illustrated by estimates that can be made of the rates in five occupations in the 
UK. Here the risks are all less than 20, and probably less than 15, deaths annually per million at 
risk, but the estimates are very imprecise unless the number of worker-years for which 
comparable records are available exceed about a million (Table 1). For the manufacture of 
clothing and footwear, however, records for 22 years with a working population of about half a 
million allow a mean risk estimate over this period of 3 x 10m6 y-l to be established with 
reasonable precision. 

Table 1. Risk of accidental deaths in UK occupations 

Records 
available 

(No. of years, 
until 1980) 

No. of 
deaths 

No. of Accidental 90% Poisson 
worker-years death rate confidence 

(millions) (lo-6 y-i) limits 

Manufacture of clothing and footwear 22 31 10.0 3.1 2.24.2 
Dry cleaning 13 1 0.26 3.9 0.2-18 
Instrument engineering 11 9 1.04 a.1 4.5-15 
Electrical engineering 11 54 5.7 9.5 7.4-12 
Laundry workers 13 7 0.67 10.4 4.9-20 

’ Note: The basis for estimation was changed in 198L6 
Sources: Annual reports of (UK) Chief Inspector of Factories until 1974, the Health and Safety Executive “Health 

and Safety: Industry and Services” report in 1975, and its “Health and Safety: Manufacturing and Service Industries” 
reports subsequently. 

(20) It may be noted that, for surveys covering less than 50000 worker-years, records will 
commonly show no deaths even if the true risk is in the region of 10 per million worker-years. 
(Specifically, with this expectation of 0.5 deaths in the survey, and if such deaths occur at 
random intervals and singly, the probability of zero deaths is given by e-o.5, which has value 

60%.) 
(21) When data for different countries are examined, the range of rates depends on the 

number of industries for which the rates are quoted separately. This results not only from the 
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Table 2. Fatal accidents rates (per lo6 worker-years or per 2 x 10’ working hours) in national industries 

No. of industries 
reported Low rate Median rate High rate 

Canada, 1975/76 11 10, finance and insurance 

France, 1979 15 

35 

10 
33 
12 

12, clothing manufacturing 

19, health and welfare 
22, textiles and clothing 
44, cotton textiles 
10, communications 

120, textiles 

Federal Republic of 
Germany, 1978 

India, 1976-78 
Japan, 1977178 
Phillipines, 1976 

Sweden, 1979/80 

Switzerland, 1968-72 

South Africa, 1968 

UK, 1980 
USA, 1982 

9 12, education and 
hospitals 

49 15, textiles 
25, precision instruments 

23 28, textile manufacturing 
34, leather manufacturing 

25 3, clothing and footwear 
8 major groups, (8 subgroups less than 10) 

40 subgroups 

150 1240, fishing, hunting and 
trapping 

75 405, transport and 
maintenance 

100 850, inland waterways 

155 440, mining 
6: 1040, coalandlignitemining 

830, mines and quarries 
900, saw mills 

90 255, mining 

250 1 140, forestry 
1340, foundries 

190 980, transport 
2000, fishing 

30 365, quarrying 
113 (mean) 550, mining and quarrying 

Values are only broadly indicative of ranges ofvariation since some estimates, particularly of low rates, are based on 
too few fatalities, or worker-years at risk, to be reliable. 

Sources: References used as main sources of information on occupational injury and illness are given on pages 6143 
of this report. 

averaging effect when large industrial groups are aggregated, but also from the imprecision of 
estimates derived from small industries in single years. Mean or median values depend similarly 
on the number and kind of industries for which the rates are quoted separately. Table 2 therefore 
has value only in illustrating the orders of magnitude involved. 

(22) Rates of 5 000 lO-‘j y-l or over have been suggested for certain occupations (e.g. US 
Navy frogmen, 5000;’ UK steeplejacks, probably about 6 000;8 and US steeplejacks working at 
over 50 feet, 10 000’). Average annual risks to armed services during years of warfare have been 
estimated at about one order of magnitude higher.* 

(23) Detailed examination of national records show, as expected, that the ranking of different 
types of industry for fatal accident rate is broadly similar in different countries, even though the 
rates of apparently comparable industries may differ systematically. The rates in mining, 
quarrying, trawling and forestry are commonly several times greater than the mean rate for all 
industries in the country. Risks in constructional work may be at, or rather above, the mean. 
Manufacturing processes as a whole have rates in the region of half the national average, 
although varying from the safer “light” manufactures (of paper, clothing, etc.) to heavier ones (of 
metal goods, chemicals, machinery). Various occupations mainly involving office work have 
low risks of fatal injury. 

(24) A useful, although very approximate, guide to risks in various industries in different 
countries is obtained from an International Labour Organization’s (ILO) Year Book of Labour 
Statistics, which gives fatal accident rates for four major groups of industries in each of a large 
number of countries. Table 3 gives median and quartiles for these rates, as averaged from 
1970-79 for those countries with six or more returns during these years; and also the mean rates. 
The latter are liable to some bias, partly because of the very skew distribution of rates between 
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Table 3. Accidental death rates (per lo6 worker-years or per 2 x 10’ working hours) in different countries 

Industries No. of countries Lower quartile Median Upper quartile Weighted mean 

Manufacturing 51 80 125 2ocl 75 
Railway workers 30 170 290 500 230 
Construction 47 220 350 600 230 
Mining and quarrying 34 450 700 1200 450 

Mean values are weighted inversely by year-to-year sampling variances. Quartiles are obtained by interpolation on 
log-probit plots. 

Source: IL0 Year Book of Labour Statistics. 1980. 

countries, but largely because many countries with high rates also show large year to year 
variance, suggesting small numbers of workers or erratic recording. Much of the large dispersion 
for a given industry is, however, likely to reflect differences in products manufactured, materials 
mined, etc. as well as differences in working conditions, and perhaps in registration of deaths as 
being attributable to industrial conditions. 

Deaths in travel to work 

(25) In certain countries, fatal accident rates quoted for different occupations include deaths 
that have occurred in travel to and from work (and such data have been excluded from Table 3). 
The frequency of such deaths is likely to depend mainly on the urban or rural siting of work 
places, their distances from homes, and the availability of public transport, which ordinarily 
involves less risk per mile than other means of transport. Although, therefore, the size of this 
component of risk may correlate with the usual location of different types of industry, in towns 
or remote from them, it cannot properly be regarded as characteristic of the working conditions 
of the industry as such. 

(26) It may, however, form a large part of the total risk of employment; and Table 4A 
compares fatal.accident rates in travel to and from work with those incurred at work (including 
travel required during the working day) for several countries publishing the two rates 
separately. Table 4A also gives absolute values of these rates and their trends with time, since the 
frequency of deaths at work and in transit may decrease at different rates. Table 4B gives 
additional data from national records or reports from which absolute rates cannot be obtained, 
but the ratio ofdeaths in transit to those at work over the same period can be derived. As is to be 
expected, the value of this ratio differs substantially in different countries, and is likely to differ in 
different industries. It has interest, however, in indicating that the fatal risks in travel to and from 
work are likely to exceed those incurred at work in many of the safer occupations, whether in 
highly or less highly industrialized countries, if the distances travelled and mode of travel are 
comparable with average national values. 

Death rates in different sections of industries 

(27) The accidental death rates in industries may be published either as the average rate for 
all employed in the industry, or as that only for the workers who actually operate the industrial 
process, as distinct from the associated administrative, clerical, or other office staff of the 
industry. For industries with substantial risk to operators, the difference in risks quoted on the 

two bases may be considerable and will depend on the proportion of the employees working in 
offices, a proportion which is not ordinarily published. 

(28) Thus the accident rates recorded for various industries in the UK changed, in 1981, from 
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Table 4A. Deaths at work and deaths in transit to and from work 

Fatal accident rates per lo6 worker-years 
or per 2 x 10’ working hours 

[mean rates (and rates of annual decrease)] 

Country Period transit work 

Mean ratio 

Deaths in transit 

Deaths at work 

Federal Republic of 1974-82 52 (3.9% y- ‘) 116 (6.2% y - ‘) 
Germany 

France 1974-81 82 (7.4% y-‘) 124 (6.9%y-‘) 
Sweden 1970-79 30 (4.2% y- ‘) 67 (6.9% y- ‘) 
Switzerland 1968-77 75 (7.8% y-i) 244 (4.2% y- ‘) 
USA’ 197782 127 (4% y- ‘) 114 (6% y-i) 

Means -il z 

0.45 

0.66 
0.45 
0.31 
1.11 

0.60 

‘Raised risks in transit are likely to be due to an estimated 90% of workers travelling to work by automobile, often 
over substantial distances. 

sources : 
Federal Republic of Germany 
France 

Sweden 
Switzerland 

USA 

Deutscher Bundestag 10 Wahlperiode, Drucksache lo/618 of 18.11.1984. 
Statistiques de.s accidents du travail . . . pour l’annb 1981. Travail et securitt, Mars 
1983. 
Occupational injuries 1979, official statistics of Sweden, Stockholm, 1982. 
Caisse nationale suisse d’assurance en cas d’accidents. Rbultats de la statistique des 
accidents. . . 1973-1977. 
Home to work trips and travel 1977 nationwide personal transportation study report 
4. FHWA/PL/81/002. US Department of Transportation, 1980. 

Table 4B. Deaths at work and in transit to and from work 

Country Type of accident Period 
Number of casualties 

transit work 

Casualties in transit 

Casualties at work 

Algeria Fatal (construction workers) 1976 32 72 0.44 
Belgium Fatal (construction workers) 1977-81 86 243 0.35 
Gabon Fatal 1980 24 75 0.32 
Nigeria All accidents 1973-79 1515 6334 0.24 
Luxembourg Fatal 1978-81 35 94 0.37 
Spain Fatal 1982 389 1118 0.35 

Mean 0.34 

Sources : 
Algeria 

Belgium 
Gabon 
Nigeria 
Luxembourg 
Spain 

Revue Annuelle (Statistiques 1976) Organisme professional Algerien . . . (Bbtiment et travaux publics) 
Algers. 
Securitt construction 23. Brussels. 
Caisse nationale de securite sociale. Renubliaue Gabonaise, Statistiques au 31 December 1980. 
Information communicated to IL01 _ * 
Assoc. d’assurance contre les accidents, section industrielle, CR. de l’exercise 1981. Luxembourg 1982. 
Sinestralidad laboral 1982. Inst. Nat. de Seguridad. 
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being those observed in operatives in the industry to rates as averaged over all employees in the 
industry. The change is too recent to allow any reduction in risk to be discriminated from that 
which was already occurring with time. 

(29) Among those classed as working in a single industry, fatal accident rates may vary by a 
factor of five or more according to the job or operation, the “occupation”, carried out within 
that industry (Table 5). The substantial difference in fatality rates that is commonly seen 
between surface and underground coal or other miners (sometimes by a factor of up to five’)can 
cause uncertainties when rates are quoted for miners as a whole. A reduction of risk with time 
may then reflect either an increased safety or an increasing proportion of surface mining (or a 
decreasing number of shifts worked annually by miners, if risks are quoted per man-year). 

(30) Fatal accident rates in industry are regularly much lower in women than in men; for 
example, by a factor of 15 in the very detailed study of occupational accidents during 1977-81 in 
industries in the Federal Republic of Germany.‘O It is not ordinarily possible, however, to 

Table 5. Differences of risk for different occupations or activities within industries 

Industry Criterion Mean rate Sub-group rate/mean rate 

Construction Fatal accidents 
Ontario, 1976-81 per 10’ man-hrs 

Forestry 
Ontario, 1972-80 

Electricity production 
Ontario Hydro, 197280 

Iron and steel production 
European Communities, 
1968-72 

Fatal accidents 
per lo6 man-yrs 

Construction Fatal accidents 
Japan, 1977178 per lo9 man-hrs 

Metal miners Fatal accidents 
Canada. 1970-74 per lo9 man-hrs 

Railway staff Fatal accidents 
USA, 1969-78 per lo6 man-yrs 

Construction Fatal accidents 
USA, 1981 per IO6 man-yrs 

Railway staff All accidents 
UK, 1982/83 per IO3 man-yrs 

Manufacture of durable Fatal accidents 
goods, USA, 1982 per lo6 man-yrs 

Transportation and public Fatal accidents 
utilities, USA, 1982 per lo6 man-yrs 

Fatal accidents 
per 10’ man-hrs 

Fatal accidents 
per lo9 man-hrs 

All accidents 
per lo3 man-yrs 

15 

14 

8 

20 

290 

105 

220 

203 

520 

25 

35 

59 

Demolition 
Pile driving and dredging 
Steel and concrete work 

Felling 
Logging 
Linemen and groundmen 
Mechanics 
Welders 
Concrete workers 
Carpenters 

Steelworks 
Blast furnaces 

Railway construction 
Hydro-station construction 
Bridge construction 

Silver mining 
Shaft sinkers 

6.4 (l-20) 
3.4 (1.5-6.5) 

(90% confidence 
limits) 

3.6 
3.6 

Brakeman and flagman 
Conductor (through freight) 

Roofing and sheet-metal work 5.2 

10.4 
5.1 
3.6 

7.1 
3.1 

8.3 
2.4 

12+3 (SE) 
6*2 (SE) 
3.3kO.4 (SE) 

1.8 +O.l (SE) 
1.8kO.l (SE) 

8.4 
3.3 
2.8 

Work on overhead lines 2.4 
Civil engineering workshops 2.4 

Lumber and wood products 5.2 

Water transportation 4.6 
Trucking 7.2 

Note: Only upper values are shown for the ratios of subgroup rate to mean rate. The lower values are often not quoted 
in the original sources, but the clerical and administrative occupations commonly have fatal accident rates in the region 
of S-10 per lo9 man-hours. Accident rates are expressed as in the sources quoted. A usual approximate conversion 
would assume 2000 working hours per working year. 

Sources: See pages 61-63. 
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distinguish from available records whether these differences are due to different types of work 
done by men than by women, or to any true differences in liability to accident while undertaking 
similar work. 

Safety or risk of manufacturing industries 

(31) Apart from various professions and occupations that predominantly involve office or 
other sedentary work, the manufacturing industries ordinarily represent the group of activities 
having the lowest fatal accident rates; and, within these industries, different types of 
manufacture commonly show a consistent ranking of risk rate. As an example of a group of 
relatively safe industrial occupations, therefore, it is useful to examine risks in different 
manufacturing occupations in more detail. The sources of data given in Table 3 do not record 
rates for different manufactures separately. The range of variation is well shown in Table 6 
however, on the basis of the 16 types of manufacture in the UK for which separate records have 
been published annually and comprehensively since at least 1970. 

Table 6. Fatal accident rates in all UK manufacturing 
industries (Standard Industrial Classifications 3-18, 

1970-80) per year and per million at risk 

Industry Mean rate + SE 

Clothing and footwear 
Instrument engineering 
Electrical engineering 
Textiles 
Vehicles 
Paper, printing and publishing 
Food, drink and tobacco 
Metal goods (other) 
Leather, leather goods and fur 
Mechanical engineering 
Timber, furniture, etc. 
Chemical and allied industries 
Bricks, pottery, glass, cement, etc. 
Shipbuilding and marine engineering 
Metal manufacture 
Coal and petroleum products 

3* 1 
9f 2 
9i 2 

19+ 4 
19+ 3 
24+ 2 
32k 2 
29k 2 
29k 10 
33+ 1 
37+ 5 
67+11 
70+ 8 

113*11 
118+ 8 
148k21 

Sources: Annual reports of UK Chief Inspector of 
Factories until 1974, the Health and Safety Executive”Health 
and Safety: Industry and Services” report in 1975, and its 
“Health and Safety: Manufacturing and Service Industries” 
reports subsequently. 

(32) International comparisons are sometimes hampered by differences of description or 
aggregation of manufacturing industries, but Table 7 indicates a general similarity of ranges of 
distribution. Differences in absolute levels may be due in part to variation in recording of deaths 
as being attributable to working conditions, or as being the subject of different forms of 
industrial insurance or compensation. 

Trends in fatal accident rates 

(33) In records examined, fatal accident rates have commonly been found to decrease 
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Table 7. Fatality rates in manufacturing industries. Values at quartiles for all listed 
individual industries (per lo6 worker-years or per 2 x 10’ working hours) 

11 

No. of 
categories 25%ile 

Quartiles 

median 75%iIe 

France, 1979 10 
Federal Republic of Germany, 1978 14 
India, 1976/78 6 
Japan, 1979 18 
South Africa, 1965-70 8 
Sweden, 1979 8 
Switzerland, 1968-72 22 
UK, 1970/80 16 
USA, 1982 25 

25 
40 

20 
45 
30 
45 
20 
7 

70 
70 

120 
50 

190 
45 

110 
30 
43 

90 
90 

80 
335 
60 

275 
70 

112 

The industries included are those corresponding to SIC orders 3 to 18 although ordinarily 
not so listed. All rates are rounded and approximate. Working populations in 11 
manufacturing industries listed for the Philipines are too small for reliable determination of 
individual rates, but they have a mean value of 300, from 10 deaths in 33000 manufacturing 
workers. Differences in national rates may be partly due to differences in date of records. 

Sources: See pages 61-63. 

annually by a few per cent of their value (Tables 8A and 8B). Decreases by more than 10% per 
year are unusual, as are sustained increases. 

(34) In some instances, however, these decreases, if estimated over substantial periods of 
time, may reflect changes in administrative procedure, for example in recording only deaths for 
which compensation is paid. Or the average rates for national industries as a whole, or for a 
nation’s manufacturing industries, may reflect changing proportions of workers in industries of 
different levels of risk or safety. Or in some cases, the techniques of sampling may vary, and the 
US National Safety Council notes the difference in rates in industrial groups reporting 
voluntarily to the Council and rates sampled for the industries as a whole; and the effect of the 
varying numbers of “reporters” from year to year.’ ’ 

(35) Adequately reliable data are available, however, to suggest that, for a number of 
countries and for many industries, industrial safety has been increasing at a rate which would, or 
did, commonly halve the average accidental fatality rate in 20-40 years, and occasionally in less 
than 10 years. There is no clear indication that the annual percentage reduction in rates is 
greatest in the more hazardous industries, although the absolute reductions are likely to be so. 

(36) Simply in terms of the frequency of accidental deaths, therefore, it is evident that in many 
countries: 

It’, 
(c) 

(4 

(e) 
U-J 

Different conventional industries differ very considerably in level of risk. 
The manufacturing industries form a group of rather greater safety than many others, 
apart from some professional and most office occupations. 
The risks in manufacturing industries vary amongst themselves by over one order of 
magnitude. 
Within a given industry. several-fold differences in risk may apply to operators of 
different jobs or processes. 
Travel to and from work adds substantially to the risks of accidental death at work. 
Accidental death rates are commonly decreasing by a few percent of their value each year. 
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Table 8A. Trends with time in fatal accident rate 

Underground coal mining 
European communities 
(of “the 6”) 

Manufacturing industries 
14 European countries 

Ontario Hydro, Canada 

All industries reported 
Belgium 
France 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Japan 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 

13 manufacturing orders 
Coal mining 
Construction 
Railway staff 

Chemical industries 
France 
Italy (reported to ILO) 

United States 
All groups 
Trade 
Manufacture 
Service 
Government 
Transport and public utilities 
Construction 
Mines and quarries 
Agriculture 

Period 

Mean rate Annual change of rate 
over period (as % of 
(lo-e y-‘) mean yearly rate) 

1958-79 920 -2.8kO.3 (SE) 

1965-79 

1949-82 

1964-74 
195479 
1949-59 
1959-71 
1971-77 
1968-76 
1955-79 

1959-80 
1973-80 
197160 
1971-80 

1965-71 172 - 2.4 f 2.5 (SE) 
1965-71 106 - 7.8 f 3.0 (SE) 

1957-80 182 -2.4kO.l (SE) 
1957-80 75 -2.3kO.l (SE) 
1957-80 98 - 1.6 f0.2 (SE) 
1957-80 114 - 3.OkO.2 (SE) 
1957-80 128 - 1.2kO.l (SE) 
1957-80 362 - 1.250.3 (SE) 
1957-80 677 - 1.4kO.2 (SE) 
1957-80 940 -2.5kO.5 (SE) 
1973-80 561 -0.3& 1.0 (SE) 

93 -2.920.1 (SD)’ 

240 - 5.3kO.8 (SE) 

290 
185 
145 
44 

102 

50 - 1.5 kO.4 (SD) 
213 -4.9% 3.2 (SE) 
159 -6.3* 1.1 (SE) 
182 -3.3k2.5 (SE) 

-2.lf1.2 (SE) 
-2.lkO.2 (SE) 
- 5.7 +0.9 (SE) 
- 1.720.4 (SE) 
-6.3kO.3 (SE) 
-6.9k2.1 (SE) 
-4.4kO.2 (SE) 

’ Standard deviations refer to the dispersion of regression coefficients of individual industries 
round their mean value. Standard errors are those of the linear regressions of accident rates with 
time, in the industrial groups quoted. 

Sources: See pages 61-63. 

Table 8B 

Annual change of rate (% y-l. SE) 

Injuries causing disability 

Accidental 
deaths Temporary 

Permanent 
partial 

Petroleum industries 
US reports to IL0 192568 - 3.2 +0.4 -3.3kO.8 - 3.5 +0.4 

Non-ferrous metals 
US reports to IL0 193668 

Sources: IL0 reports, see pages 61-63. 

- 2.5 50.8 - 2.4 kO.9 -2.7+0.5 
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Lengths of lij-e lost as a result of accidental deaths 

(37) Data reported in ICR P Publication 27 suggested an average loss of about 30 years of life 
expectancy from the accidental deaths at work in various Japanese, Canadian and UK 
industries. The mean age at accidental death was typically a few years older than the mean age of 
the workforce. Further information confirms the approximate equality of the two mean ages 
(Table 9), although records have not been seen for any large numbers of industries, or, in 
particular, for ones which differ substantially in risk, or in age distribution of workers. 

Table 9. Mean age of accidental deaths at work 

No. of 
deaths 

Mean age 

workforce deaths 
(W (D) 

Difference 
D-W 

(years) 

Mines and quarries (1971) 
Japan 

Transport drivers (1971) 
Japan 

Construction (1971) 
Japan 

Manufacture (1971) 
Japan 

Electricity production 
Ontario Hydro, Canada 

10 42.4 39.7 -3 

84 29.5 38.2 f9 

290 31.7 42.3 +5 

185 36.5 38.3 +2 

41 39.8 38.6 -1 
(1970-75) 

Manufacture (1978-81) 
UK 

Construction (1978-81) 
UK 

All industries (1980-82) 
Finland 

14 industries (1977-81) 
Federal Republic of 

Germany 

139 40.0 41.6 +2 

559 36.6 41.1 +4 

324 37.2 42.1 +5 

M 7490 37.4 39.7 +2 
F 302 35.1 37.4 +2 

Sources: See pages 61-63. 

(38) In the study of accidental deaths at work in the Federal Republic of Germany,” the 
mean age at death of the 7 490 males was 39.7, and of the 302 females was 37.4; yielding a mean 
of 39.6 for the industries as a whole. This value corresponds closely to that for the other 
industries and countries recorded in Table 9 for which the mean age at death averaged 40.1 
years. 

(39) WHO’s 1983 publication on World Health Statistics” records the mean expectation of 
life at different ages for 40 countries, and mainly for the industrialized countries in which decade 
by decade statistics are available. The mean life expectancy at age 40 in males in these countries 
was 33.2 (+0.3 SE) years, and in females at age 37.5 it was 40.0 (f0.3 SE), as based on data 
recorded in 1980 (mean year). An average loss of about 35 years from accidental deaths, rather 
than of 30 years, therefore seems likely on present data, in a mixed working population. 

(40) No adequate records have been seen for countries with greatly reduced life expectancy at 
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all ages. It is likely that the mean life loss per accidental death is also reduced, even though work 
may start at younger ages in many such countries.13 

Summary of time loss_fYom fatal injuries 

(41) It has been shown lo-l4 that the mean ages at accidental death may vary substantially in 
different industries within a country, in some instances perhaps relating to differences in the type 
of work available to the elderly. In addition, the mean loss of life from such accidents will differ 
according to the age and sex distribution of working populations, and the normal life 
expectancies of the two sexes at the ages of accidental death. In general, however, it appears that 
the total lengths of life expectancy lost owing to accidental deaths in the industries, at Ieast in 
highly industrialized countries, can be related approximately to the average accidental death 
rate in these industries by assuming a mean life loss of about 35 years per death. In an industry 
with 100 accidental deaths annually per million workers, these fatal accidents would contribute 
3.5 to an index of harm expressed as years lost per 1000 worker-years. 

Accidents at Work Causing Temporary Disability 

(42) In most records of occupational injuries, the frequency of accidents causing temporary 
disability is recorded, and can be compared with that of fatal accidents occurring during the 
same period. 

(43) The frequency of these non-fatal accidents (those causing permanent disability are 
discussed below, at paragraphs 55-61) is usually in the range of 100 to 1000 times that of fatal 
accidents. No more exact statement on this ratio is useful for two reasons. Firstly, there is some 
indication that the size of this ratio varies systematically with the risk of the occupation 
(paragraph 48 seq.) being highest in those occupations in which the accidental fatality rate is 
lowest. And secondly, the criteria for including non-fatal accidents in the record vary greatly, 
either according to qualitative descriptions of their severity (severe, major, ordinary, bagatelle, 
etc.) or according to their involving days off work (one or more, more than three). 

(44) However, when data are available on the periods of time off work that result from 
accidents causing temporary incapacity, the total time loss from such accidents in the industries 
of a country is commonly comparable with the total losses of life expectancy due to the fatal 
accidents in the same period. 

(45) Thus the ILO, in its Year Book of Labour Statistics,13 gives values for the annual 
numbers of fatal occupational injuries in different countries, and the corresponding numbers of 
lost work-days in the year due to non-fatal accidents. The ratio between the total periods of time 
lost owing to the two types of injury may be approximately assessed, e.g. by assuming that the 
mean loss of life expectancy due to a fatal accident corresponds to about 9000 working days. 

(46) On this basis, the mean value of the ratio of time losses caused by non-fatal to fatal 
accidents, equals 1.2 in the 19 countries for which adequate data are quoted (with over 20 deaths 
in the latest year), although this value has a large standard error (of 1.1). The median value of the 
ratio is 0.9. 

(47) Since a purpose of this report, however, is to examine the risks in the safer conventional 
occupations, and to review criteria for regarding occupations as having high levels of safety, it is 
important to assess the contributions to time loss due to injuries in occupations of differing 
safety or risk. 

(48) In ZCRP Publication 27, the frequency (A) of injuries causing temporary incapacity for 
work was compared with the corresponding frequency (D) of fatal injuries in the different 
occupations. It appeared that the proportion, A/D, of such non-fatal accidents decreased in 
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industries of increasing accident rate. Some such relationship would in fact be expected, if 
accidents were more frequently fatal in occupations in which the accident rates were high. 

(49) Although this relationship was not observed in a careful study of accidents causing 
prolonged disability, lo it appears to apply commonly when the frequencies of accidents causing 
death or temporary disability are compared between the different industries of a given country. 
In Table 10 the relative frequencies of such non-fatal and fatal accidents are compared in a 
number of countries, the comparison being made by fitting a linear regression between log A 

Table 10. Relationship between non-fatal (A) and fatal (D) accident rates (per worker-year). 
Values of m in fitting AaD” by linear regression of log A on log D 

No. of Correlation 
industrial Criteria for recording non-fatal (log A and 

groups accidents log D) m+SE or SD” 

Elelgium, 1979 

France, 1982 

Federal Republic of Germany, 
1977-81 

Italy, 1978 and 1980 

Japan, 1981/2 

Sweden, 1979/80 

USA, 1967-80 

UK, 1959-80 

7 Temporary incapacity 
7 Permanent incapacity 

15 Temporary incapacity, days lost 

56 

10 

10 

9 

8 

13 
16 

Prolonged incapacity 

Temporary incapacity 
Permanent incapacity 

One or more days off work 

With days off work 

Data of Fig. 2 

With over three days off work 
Spells off work 

+0.98 0.72 +0.07 
+0.86 1.05 kO.28 

+0.74 0.48+0.12 

f0.74 

+ 0.70 
+0.78 

+0.68 

+0.98 

+0.89 
+0.82 

0.70 + 0.09 

0.40+0.17 
0.61+0.17 

0.60 k 0.23 

0.51+0.13 

0.46 + 0.02 (SD) 

0.43 * 0.07 
0.48 + 0.09 

’ The standard deviation is that of values of m in successive years. 
Sources: See pages 61-63. 

and log D for the different industries. The slope of the regression of log A upon log D thus 
estimates the value of m in 

AocD" 

This relationship has been examined in detail for the eight major groups of industry reported by 
the US National Safety Council for the years from 1967 to 1980, for which Fig. 2 shows the value 
of m to have been consistently low, with mean value 0.460 (SE 0.005) during this period. Values 
of log A and log D for the eight industrial groups were well fitted by a linear regression in each 
year, the correlation coefficients between them ranging only between 0.96 and 0.985. 

(50) The data suggest that, in estimating the likely frequency of non-fatal accidents in an 
industry of known fatal accident rate, a simple proportionality (with rn= 1) between these 
frequencies is unlikely, and a decreasing relative frequency of non-fatal to fatal accidents is 
commonly observed in industries of higher fatal accident rate. 

(51) Paragraph 49 notes also the coefficients of correlation, r, between values of log A and log 
D, since a low value of m only excludes direct proportionality between A and D when r is high. In 
most instances, however, the alternative regression, of log D on log A, shows a similar decrease 
in relative importance of non-fatal accidents with increasing values of D, as is found when log A 
is regressed on log D (the best estimate of n in DccA" being derived by n=r2/m). 

(52) Table 10 also includes data relating the totals ofdays lost from non-fatal accidents to the 
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Fig. 2. Annual rates of fatal (0) and non-fatal (A) industrial accidents in US industry, 1967-80; with values of m in the 
relationship AaD” between the rates in the eight major groups of industries in each year. (Source: Accident Facts, 

reports of 1968 to 1981.) 

corresponding accidental death rates. These data suggest the same relationship as when the 
frequency of these accidents, rather than the total time lost as a result of them, is compared with 
the frequency of fatal accidents. This finding is consistent with the, perhaps surprising, 
constancy of the mean time off work from non-fatal accidents in occupations of widely differing 
risk and accident frequencies. This mean period of disability appears to differ only moderately in 
the industries of different countries (Table 11). Such periods of disability may, however, vary 
with the age and the sex of workers, both in their mean duration (Fig. 3) and in their frequency 
(Fig. 4). 

Table 11. Mean duration of temporary disability following non-fatal accidents (number of 
working days) 

Country Industrial groups Years 
Mean period 
(days f SD) 

Belgium 

Canada 

France 

Sweden 

UK 

USA 
Bureau of Labour 

Reporters to National Safety Council 

36 subgroups 1982 

Ontario Hydro 1975-79 

15 groups 1982 

8 groups 1979 

27 groups 1970 

9 groups 1981 
74 subgroups 1981 

I groups 1982 
42 subgroups 1982 

16+3.0 

22 

28+3.8 

28 + 2.4 

M 28k2.5 
F 31k5.5 

17f3.2 
17+5.4 
2Ok5.2 
20 * 6.8 

Source: See pages 6163. 
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Fig. 3. Median duration of spells of incapacity following industrial injury, with age. (Solid discs, males; open circles, 
females.) (Source: “Digest of Statistics analysing certificates of incapacity, 1969/70”, UK Department of Health and 

Social Security, London, 1972.) 
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Fig. 4. Number of spells of certified incapacity per 10’ workers at risk, with age in males and females, in 1969/70 (one 
year) and 1978/79 (one year). (Sources: as for Fig. 3; and Social Security Statistics, 1981.) 
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(53) The total time loss due to accidents causing temporary disability, relative to that from 
fatal accidents, can be expressed by relating the total number of working days lost from the 
non-fatal accidents to the total number of accidental deaths occurring in the same period. Table 
12 shows the total (calendar) years of temporary incapacity per one accidental death, in different 
occupations in countries for which quantitative data on time loss were available. These values 
are grouped according to the fatal accident rates in the industries recorded, and again 
demonstrate the decreasing relative impact, in terms of time loss, of temporary disabilities 
relative to accidental deaths, as the accidental death rate increases. 

(54) Relative to a mean loss of life expectancy of about 35 years from a death due to 
occupational accident, Table 12 and Fig. 5 suggest that, in occupations with fatality rates 
greater than about 200 10m6 y- ‘, the total time loss from temporary incapacities is less than the 
loss of life expectancy from fatal ones. For the safer industries, the temporary incapacities cause 
two or three times the time loss of that from fatal accidents. 

Table 12. Total (calendar) man-years of disability per one accidental death _ 

European 
Federal Communities 

For occupations with Republic of (steel 
fatal accident rates Belgium Germany France UK USA manufacturing) Mean 
in range (lo+ y-r) 1979 1978 1979 1969/70 1972 1960-72 (years) 

25-39 84 108 80 126 - - 100 
40-79 - 77 62 - - - 70 
80-199 36 46 38 47 34 40 

200-399 29 33 21 - - 28 28 
400- - - 8 10 10 - 9 

Sources: See pages 61-63. 
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Fig. 5. Total (calendar) years off work through non-fatal injuries, per one accidental death. (Data of Table 12.) 
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Accidents Causing any Degree of Permanent Disability 

19 

(55) The contribution to detriment from accidents causing any amount of permanent 
disability is difficult to establish, for two reasons. Firstly, the periods of life impaired, either in 
the year of the accident or subsequently, are often confounded in national records with periods 
of temporary impairment and sometimes also with those from deaths; and in many records no 
references are made to permanent impairments. And secondly, the degree of impairment may 
range very widely, for example from stiffness of a finger or loss of a finger tip to loss of a limb or 
limbs. In consequence, the absolute number of such disabilities occurring each year gives no 
indication of the loss of health or working capacity involved, or of the weight that might seem 
applicable to each year of disability, relative, say, to the loss of a year from temporary 
disabilities, or to a year of lost life. 

(56) The overall impact of permanent disabilities, therefore, necessarily involves a subjective 
assessment of each case, and this can only be made by review of the particular instances and not 
from total numbers. In the records of several countries, however, the amount of each permanent 
disability is assessed as a fraction of that which would result from complete permanent 
disability. As already noted (paragraph 14), this fraction may be expressed as an equivalent 
rated number of days of subsequent complete disability, or as a percentage of complete 
disability which would operate over the remaining lifetime, or as a fraction of full pension award. 

(57) In many records, however, the total time loss due to permanent disabilities is not given, 
or is given with ambiguity as to whether the durations of detriment are integrated over the 
remaining life expectancy, or the normal working life, or only over the remaining year of the 
accident. 

(58) It is useful, therefore, first to review the relativefrequency of accidents causing permanent 
incapacity (and of those with temporary incapacity) relative to that of fatal accidents (Table 13). 
For those surveys in which an attempt has been made to estimate and record the weighted total 
time loss from these types of accident, Table 14 then gives the quoted or implied values of the 
ratios of time loss from non-fatal accidents relative to that from fatal ones. 

(59) Tables 13 and 14 indicate the very large differences between amounts of detriment that 
are attributed to permanent disabilities relative to those from fatal accidents, whether in terms 

Table 13. Relative frequencies of fatal and non-fatal accidents 

No. of accidents, per death, causing 

No. of permanent, total or 
deaths partial disability 

temporary 
disability 

Ontario Hydro, 1975-79 18 0.1+1.3 74 
Niger, 1968-81 219 2.3 61 
Japan, 1981/82 569 0.05 + 2.4 88 
IL0 data on petrochemical work, 1959-68 2.6 
Switzerland, 1968-77 

84 
4 228 8.2 

IL0 data on non-ferrous metal manufacturing, 1959-68 
(invaliditi) 

- 11 76 
Italy, 1980 946 20 
Federal Republic of Germany. 1977-8 1 

870 
3496 23 

Belgium, 1982 
840 

224 
France, 1980-82 

46 705 
4 205 71 672 

Sources: See pages 61-63. 
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Table 14. Time loss detriment from non-fatal accidents. Rated or actual time 
loss-relative to rated or estimated loss of life expectancy from fatal accidents 

as= 1.0 

From accidents causing 

permanent, 
total or partial 

disability 
temporary 
disability 

Ontario Hydro 0.11+0.16 0.28 
Non-ferrous metal manufacture 0.42 0.29 
Petrochemical industry 0.11 0.21 
USA industries 0.90 0.28 
Federal Republic of Germany, all industries 6.4 - 
France, all industries 6.8 2.1 
UK, all industries 2.6 - 

Sources: See pages 61-63. 

of numbers of accidents, or of the time loss attributed to them; and the same applies, as already 
emphasized, to temporary disabilities. 

(60) Part of these differences may perhaps be due to the nature of the work included in the 
various surveys. Mainly, however, they seem likely to be due to differences in procedure in 
recording permanent disabilities and in attributing time loss to them; or in industrial 
compensation practice, on the decisions on which the recorded numbers may depend in certain 
industries or countries. 

(61) Some aspects of the attribution of disability and time loss to injuries causing permanent 
disability clearly need fuller examination. The very recent detailed specific study of such injuries 
in the German Federal Republic, lo however, clarifies a number of important points: 

(4 

(b) 

(cl 

The average detriments that may apply to accidents in a large number of industries or 
industrial groups, the weighting for different severities of permanentincapacity being 
determined on the same basis in different industries.3 

The mean age at which these accidents occur, both in males and in females, the mean age 
in males being close to that for fatal accidents. The mean duration of detriment is thus 
likely to be about equal to the mean loss of life expectancy from a fatal accident (assuming 
that “permanent” disabilities continue throughout life). In some instances, however, 
pensions are awarded in respect of industrial accidents at increasing frequency with age 
(and with greater frequency in males than in females, Fig. 6). 

This study allows an estimate for the ratio between the time loss due to permanent 
disabilities and that from fatal accidents, each being determined by the life expectancy at 
the age of the accident, and the former taking account also of the weighting applied to 
each disability, relative to that for complete disability. The arithmetic mean value of this 
ratio was 6.9, in the 56 industrial groups in which the number of fatal accidents in the five 
year period exceeded 10. (There was a large dispersion between industries, with an 
approximately log-normal distribution, the ratio having geometric mean 5.3 and 
geometric standard deviation 2.0.) 
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Fig. 6. Frequency with which disablement pensions were awarded for industrial injury, with age, in males and females. 
(UK, 1980/81, one year; rate per 10” workers.) (Source: Industrial Disablement Pensions, UK Dept. of Health and 

Social Security report: Table, DIS. BEN. 55, accidents; data of 1979/80.) 

Time Lass from Injuries of Differing Severity 

(62) There must clearly still be some uncertainty about the time loss attributable to different 
types of injury in different countries, and particularly in different industries. As a representative 
estimate for national industries as a whole, however, it seems likely that the total length of 
healthy life impaired during temporary incapacities is about equal to that lost owing to fatal 
accidents. The length of life impaired by permanent incapacities is more uncertain. When 
expressed as equivalent years of total incapacity for work, however, it may be equal to, or 
perhaps several times greater than, that lost owing to accidental deaths. 

(63) It would presumably be considered that each year of life impaired by a number of 
temporary incapacities involved less, or considerably less, detriment than a year of lost life- 
expectancy due to death. If so, the varying relative frequencies of these forms of accident 
compared with fatal accidents would be of minor importance, since the detriment that they 
caused would still be considered to be dominated by that from fatal accidents. 

(64) For injuries causing permanent impairment the position seems less clear, and requires 
review of the types and severity of injury or disability that are judged to involve a complete 
inability to continue work, or are accorded full pension rating, and so are recorded in this 
category. How much better was it, if at all, to have survived the accident with severe and 
permanent disability than to have been killed by it? 

(65) As an equally difficult, and numerically more important question, how well do the 
weighting factors applied to the majority of accidents causing permanent, but partial, reduction 
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of capacity reflect the detriment involved in living with these degrees of incapacity? The 
amounts of disability, expressed as a percentage of total disability, were judged to average 25% 
in the 76 occupational groups assessed from 1977 to 1981 in the German study,” and 10% in 
data from 1974 to 1982 in French national statistics. ’ 5 Do such degrees of disability, which are 
ordinarily assessed for purposes ofcompensation or pension, correctly reflect 25 Y0 or 10% of the 
detriment of a continuing complete disability? Or, 25% or 10% of the detriment that would be 
attributed to loss of life at the time of the accident? In the light of the relative amounts of time 
lost owing to different grades of injury, as shown in Table 14 and if borne out by other studies, 
the typical amount of detriment from all occupational injuries is perhaps unlikely to be thought 
of as being much less than 50% greater than that from accidental deaths alone, or more than 
three times that figure. 

(66) As a possible basis for comparing the life losses due to radiation and to injury, the typical 
detriment from all types of occupational injury might, therefore, be considered as equivalent to 
between 50 and 100 years loss of life expectancy per accidental death, as compared to the 35 year 
average loss of life expectancy due to the fatal accident itself. If so, in an industry with 100 
accidental deaths annually per million workers, the contribution to an index of harm of 3.5 due 
to these fatalities (paragraph 41) would typically thus be raised to between 5 and 10 to include 
the harm due to non-fatal as well as fatal injuries. 

Injury Rates in Occupations Involving Radiation Exposure 

(67) One purpose in attempting to develop an index of occupational harm is to make it 
possible to summate the effects of different kinds of risk in assessing the total risk of an 
occupation. It is, therefore, relevant to assess the risks of injury in those occupations which 
involve exposure to radiation, so that the total risks of these occupations can be considered 
when the radiation risks are assessed (paragraphs 157-160). 

(68) Fatal injury risks are estimated as being in the region of 400 10V6 y- 1 for underground 
uranium mining in Ontario. l6 They were about 500 10m6 y-l in all hard rock mining and 
300 10e6 y- ’ for open pit hard rock mining in Canada in 1970-74.” White uranium miners in 
the US from 1950 to 1967 were described” as having an increased risk of violent deaths (from 
causes other than motor vehicle accident, suicide or homicide) of about 1700 10m6 y- ‘. 
Uranium mines are not quoted separately in the Accident Statistics of the South African 
Chamber of Mines, but the 1976-78 fatal accident rates averaged 1420 10e6 y-l and 
700 10e6 y- ’ in gold mines and in other hard rock mines respectively. lg UK data for mines,” 
other than of coal, give a mean fatality rate over the period 1974-80 of 730 10s6 y-l. 

(69) In most other phases of the nuclear fuel cycle, fatal injury rates appear to be low, and 
probably in the order of 20-30 low6 y- ‘. Data are sparse, however, and accurate estimates 
would in any case be difficult to obtain at these risk rates, and usually with small workforces 
involved. The fatality rates to employees in the UK nuclear industries from occupational (non- 
nuclear) causes have averaged 27 10s6 y-l over the period 1964-83.21-23 The current rates for 
non-fatal injuries (involving three or more days off work) have been 20 10m3 y- ’ (in the Central 
Electricity Generating Board, 1983/8422) and 23 10e3 y-r (British Nuclear Fuels, 1973-8323). 
For UK industrial categories with low fatality rates24 (of less than 80 lO-‘j y- ‘) these non-fatal 
accident rates would ordinarily correspond with fatal accident rates about 1000 times lower, or 
between 20-25 10T6 y- ‘. No studies have been seen on the risks in such work in other countries. 

(70) No estimates have been obtained of the fatal or other occupational injury rates of 
medical staff working with radiation or radioactive sources, and these groups are usually not 
separately recorded in national registers. Nor have data been obtainable for industrial 
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radiographers for whom, and particularly if working with non-fixed installations, the rate might 
be somewhat higher and perhaps dominated by the risks of travel in the course of work. 

INDUSTRIAL DISEASES 

(71) In principle, the assessment of the periods of health or life lost as a result of industrial 
diseases should be similar to that for industrial injuries. Records are available on the frequency 
and length of periods of “temporary” illness, of various degrees of permanent disability from 
chronic disease, and ofdeaths from any such diseases. The weightings that might properly apply 
to periods of temporary or permanent disability from disease might well differ from those 
associated with the corresponding effects of industrial injury, if the induced diseases caused 
greater distress or limitation of activity than that following industrial injuries. The periods of 
health or life lost could, however, be integrated into a similar measure of the health detriment 
observable in different occupations. 

(72) The contribution to an index of occupational harm from industrial disease could thus 
have merits, and limitations, similar to those resulting from occupational accidents and injuries. 
In practice, however, the recognition and the registration of diseases as being attributable to 
working conditions are likely to be much less reliable and consistent than in the case of 
industrial injuries. 

(73) As regards the occurrence of non-malignant disease, this is strikingly illustrated by 
values that were reported to ILOz5 for the mortality rates from pneumoconiosis or silicosis in 
miners (Table 15). Some part of the very large variation between rates from different countries 
may well have been due to differences in the type of material being mined, the procedures for 
dust control, or the proportions of surface and underground mining. Most of the variation, 
however, is likely to be due to administrative differences in recording procedure, or to the range 
of lung conditions included, and their registration as a primary cause of death, or as being 
present at the time of death and of a severity requiring record. But whatever the causes of the 
variation, it is evident that such figures could not provide a reliable basis for estimating the 
mortality from industrial disease in miners in general. And, in most occupations, in which 
industrial disease is regarded as much less common and less commonly fatal, the assessment of 
its prevalence may be equally, or more, difficult. This difficulty is illustrated by the large 

Table 15. Deaths attributed to pneumoconiosis and silicosis. (Annual 
deaths per million at risk. Data reported to IL0 in respect of 1963-67.) 

Pneumoconiosis 
Austria Tunnelers 140 
Zambia Miners 900 
UK Coal workers 1500 
New South Wales Coal workers 1800 
Netherlands Underground coal miners 3 500 
UK Metal miners 5400 

Silicosis 
‘Sweden Miners 210 

Quarriers 200 
Federal Republic of Germany Underground miners 5800 

Source: Fourth international report on the prevention and suppression 
of dust in mining, tunnelling and quarrying International Labour 
Organization, Occupational Safety and Health Series, No. 24; ILO, Geneva, 
1970. 
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uncertainties that will have attached, purely on statistical grounds, to published estimates of the 
risk of cancer induction in various occupations, or sections of occupations, in the past 
(Table 16). 

(74) The continuing detection of raised incidences of malignant or other diseases in different 
0ccupationP indicates that the total occupational mortality or morbidity from industrial 
diseases may be substantially higher than is at present recorded in national statistics. Even if 
such records include the increased disease incidence from more recently detected causes (as 
perhaps from oesophageal cancer in vulcanizers or bladder cancer in “rodent operators”- 
formerly rat catchers), moderate increases may still remain to be discovered, particularly in the 
incidence of diseases which are otherwise of common occurrence. Indeed, the indications of an 
increased cancer mortality in graduates who have worked in chemical industries,” and the 
suggestions that several percent of all cancers may be of occupational origin,26 imply that 
occupational disease is probably still underestimated, perhaps substantially. Moreover, the 
evidence for an increased cancer mortality in the past in several apparently healthy 
manufacturing processes, as of footwear, furniture or printed material (Table 16), shows that 
such increases are not confined to occupations with more obvious types of chemical exposure. 

(75) It is evident also that the conditions in which certain types of work are carried out are 
likely to influence personal habits, for example by tending to increase or prohibit the amount of 
cigarette smoking or alcohol consumption during working hours. The resultant health effects 
are only indirectly attributable to the industry concerned, and are not likely to be included 
within records of industrial disease. The same applies to the less quantifiable effects of stress, 
anxiety or responsibility, or of the amount of exertion or sedentary duties involved in the 
working day. 

Table 16. Cancer mortality rates attributed to occupational exposure to chemical agents 

Occupation Form of cancer 

Estimated 
annual mortality 
(per lo6 at risk) SE 

Reference 
(below) 

Shoe manufacturing 
(press and finishing rooms) 

Printing trade 
Work with cutting oils (Arve district) 
Wood machinists 
Coal carbonisers 
Rubber mill workers 
Mustard gas manufacturing (192945) 
Cadmium workers 
Nickel workers (pre-1925) 

fi-naphthylamine workers 

Nasal 
Lung and bronchus a 
Scrotum 
Nasal 
Lung (and bronchitis) 
Bladder 
Bronchus 
Prostate (incidence) 
Nasal sinuses 
Lung 
Bladder 

130 
bout 200 

400 
700 

2800 
6500 

10400 
14000 
6600 

15500 
24000 

35 
40 ; 
50 

200 : 
650 e 

3400 f 
2200 
8000 : 
1050 i 
1500 
2700 j 

Sources: 
a. Acheson, E. D., Cowdell, R. H. and Jolles, B., Br. Med. J. 2, 791 (1970). 
b. Moss, E., Scott, T. S. and Atherley, G. R. C., Br. J. hf. Med. 29, l-14 (1972). 
c. Kipling, M. D., Trans. Sot. Occup. Med. 21, 73-78 (1971). 
d. Acheson, E. D., Cowdell, R. H., Hadfield, E. and Macbeth, R. G. Br. Med. J. 2, 587-596 (1968). 
e. Doll, R., Fisher, R. E. W., Gammon, E. J., Gunn, W., Hughes, G. O., Tyrer, F. H. and Wilson, W., Br. J. Ind. Med. 22, 

1-12 (1965). 
f. Davies, J. M., Lancer ii, 143-146 (1965). 
g. Wada, S., Miyanishi, M., Nishimoto, Y., Kambe, S. and Miller, R. W., Lancer i, 1161-1163 (1968). 
h. Kipling, M. D. and Waterhouse, J. A. H., Lancet i, 730-731 (1967). 
i. Doll, R., Morgan, L. G. and Speixer, F. E., Br. 1. Cancer 24, 623-632 (1970). 
j. Case, R. A. M., Hosker, M. E., McDonald, D. B. and Pearson, J. T., Br. J. fnd. Med. 11,75-104 (1954). 
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(76) The low frequencies of notifiable industrial diseases that are recorded in most industries 
may, therefore, underestimate significantly the actual amount of harm that is attributable, 
directly or indirectly, to working conditions. With the exception of mining and some chemical 
industries, however, the total reported detriment from disease seems ordinarily to be so much 
less than that from injury that the latter would normally dominate the estimate of total 
industrial harm, even if industrial disease were underestimated by a factor of ten. 

(77) Thus Tables 17A and B give overall comparisons of the effects of injury and of 
recognized industrial disease for industry as a whole, as judged by the various criteria of deaths, 
or of periods off work from temporary or permanent disabilities. In most instances the 
contribution to the various types of disability from industrial disease is less than lo%, and 
commonly less than 5%, of that from industrial accidents for industry as a whole, apart from 
mining, manufacturing and chemical industries. 

(78) On UK data, new periods of industrial disease start with about the same frequency 
during most of the duration of working life’* (Fig. 7). The average incidence of such diseases was 
lower in women than in men (Fig. 7). In view of the substantially lower rate of industrial 
accidents in women, however, industrial diseases may still cause a rather higher proportion of 
all industrial harm in women than in men. 
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Fig. 7. Frequency of new spells of prescribed industrial disease, with age, per lo6 worker-years, in males and females. 
Mean age at start of spells: M, 42; F, 37. Mean rate of new spells: M, 350; F, 265, 10e6 y-l. (Source: as for Fig. 3.) 

(79) If an attempt were being made to determine an index of the harm of a particular 
occupation or industry, the periods of healthy life and of life expectancy lost owing to 
ascertained occupational disease could be added to those due to injuries occurring in the 
industry, although probably with different weighting factors applied, for example to periods of 
continuing incapacity due to active disease or to physical deficiencies. In the broader task of 
reviewing the total risks of different occupations, and assessing the level of risk in occupations 
that are ordinarily regarded as having a high standard of safety, it seems reasonable to assume 
that, in most occupations, occupational diseases are likely to add only 5-10% to the periods of 
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Table 17A. Detriment attributed to prescribed industrial diseases (expressed as a percentage of that due to 
industrial accidents) 

Country Years Criterion 
o/0 for all or, y0 in all other 
industries excluding: industries 

France 

Switzerland 

Sweden 

Federal Republic of 
Germany 

Canada 

UK 

USA 

1973-79 Deaths 
Permanent incapacity 
Temporary incapacity 

Numbers 
Days lost 

1968-72 Deaths 
Non-fatal effects 

1979 Deaths 
Non-fatal effects 

1979 Deaths 

1973-82 Deaths (all industries) 

1975-78 Deaths 

1.7 
2.5 

0.4 
1.1 

23.3 
3.2 

13 
18 

7.7 

6.5 

11.8 

1969-79 Spells of incapacity 2.5 
Males 2.1 
Females 5.5 

1969/70 Inpatient spells 5.1 
Outpatient spells 5.2 
Lesser disabilities 2.4 

1979/80 Pensions 16 

1980/81 All cases 2.3 . . 

Mining and 
manufacturing 
industries 

Pneumoconiosis 

(mean of all 11 industry groups; range for groups, t-5%) 

Pneumoconiosis 
Pneumoconiosis 

Mining and chemical 
industries 

Mining and chemical 
industries 

2.5 
0.6 

11 
18 

2.6 

1.8 

10 

Sources: See pages 6163. 

Table 17B. Fatality rates (10T6 y-i) in Canadian industries 
(1975-1981) from occupational injuries and illnesses 

Injuries Illnesses 
Number of 
all deaths 

Agriculture 92 0 86 
Forestry 1158 2 470 
Fishing 2 122 0 140 
Mining 518 445 967 
Manufacture 74 23 1123 
Construction 381 18 1156 
Transport 253 3 1331 
Trade 45 I 412 
Finance 12 0 37 
Services 27 1 436 
Public administration 97 3 

rs 
392 

Total 106 6 556 
? 

_ 
Total, excluding mining 97 5589 

Source: Employment injuries and occupational illnesses, 1972-1981 
(Tables 1X-1.32), Labour Canada, Ottawa, 1984. 
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time lost due to occupational injuries, and to make a correspondingly small contribution to 
total harm. 

EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO RADIATION 

(80) In reviewing the detriment due to occupational exposure to radiation and its 
quantitative evaluation, it is important to consider: 

(4 

(b) 

(c) 
Cd) 

The frequency with which curable, as well as fatal, cancers are likely to be induced, and 
the periods of health and life lost owing to both forms.* 
The number and types of inherited defects that are caused, and any possible assessment of 
the severity of the different types and of the aggregate of all types, in terms of length of 
health or life lost. 
The certainty with which detrimental non-stochastic effects can be excluded. 
The possibilities that harm might be caused to an embryo or foetus as a result of any 
occupational exposure during pregnancy. 

Induction of Cancers 

Induction of cancers that cause death 

(81) The detriment resulting from any cancers that are induced by occupational exposure 
will depend in part on the severity and length of illness caused by the cancer, and in part upon 
the age at which the cancer develops. It was estimated in ICRP Publication 27 that occupational 
exposures were received at an approximately constant rate with age, so that the mean age of all 
exposures was close to the mean age of the workforce. This is confirmed on fuller data (Tables 
18A and B). With a mean age of exposure of about 40, and assuming a mean interval between 
exposure and death from any fatal cancer of 23 years, as in ICRP Publication 27, the average loss 
of life expectancy from such cancers would be about 15 years (from 14.7 years loss of life 
expectancy at age 63 in males and 18.3 years in females, on the basis of mean values for 40 
countries quoted” in World Health Statistics). 

(82) This estimate is based on an “absolute risk hypothesis”, and that induced cancers are 
expressed at intervals after the inducing dose which do not depend upon the age at which the 
dose is delivered. On the other hand, the “relative risk hypothesis”2g predicts that the dose 
increases the subsequent natural occurrence of different types of cancer at all ages (after a latent 
period, commonly of 10 years) by a constant fraction of their normal rates of appearance at these 
ages, this fraction depending upon the size of the dose and the type of cancer induced. 

(83) Since the natural incidence of cancer increases rapidly with age, this hypothesis would 
predict a greater mean age for the development ofcancers induced by exposures during working 
life than that suggested by the absolute risk predictive hypothesis, and therefore a decreased 
mean loss of life expectancy per induced cancer. On the other hand, this relative risk hypothesis 
would predict, from present epidemiological evidence, a greater total number of induced 
cancers. 

(84) An approximate estimate has been made of the total loss of life expectancy due to all 
induced cancers on the relative risk hypothesis, taking account of the substantially reduced life 
loss per cancer but of the greater number of cancers induced. This estimate indicates that the 

*In this report the word “cancer” is used to include all forms of malignant disease. 
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Table 18A. Mean age of radiation exposure 

Mean age of 
Size of E-W 

population workers (IV) exposure (E) (years) 

Japan 
Medical staffs M 1548 

F 161 

Research and education M 657 
F 71 

Mining M 16 

Atomic energy M 2813 
F 22 

Nuclear fuel processing M 332 

Nondestructive testing M 109 

Other industry M 375 

Reactor maintenance 215 

Reactor operation 181 

UK 
Industrial radiographers 

Medical diagnosis 

Therapy 

Research 

Radiochemical 

Nuclear power stations 

Atomic energy (1) 
establishments (2) 

(3) 

1937 38.3 35.4 -3 

805 37.1 429 +6 

70 39.6 41.6 +2 

357 34.1 34.9 +1 

614 41.1 45.3 +4 

3 587 41.0 41.6 +1 

4052 44.3 48.0 +4 
1350 41.3 43.4 +2 
1603 40.4 45.3 +5 

Switzerland 
Nuclear centres 

mean 
(weighted mean 

M 2623 
F 14 

44.5 44.8 0 
40.4 45.7 +5 

39.7 38.5 -1 
36.1 36.3 0 

43.9 46.9 +3 

34.7 38.0 +3 
38.0 44.2 +6 

33.3 33.2 0 

31.9 29.1 -3 

37.4 32.9 -4 

31.5 28.2 -3 

32.6 34.1 +2 

36.0 
34.3 

-1 
-1 

37.9 
39.6 

34.7 
33.4 

39.1 
41.0) 

Sources: Japan: “Actual state of safe administration at the place of work” 
(translation), Bureau of Statistical Information, Ministry of Labour, Tokyo, 1974. 
UK: Information communicated by Health & Safety Executive. Switzerland: 
Information for 1983, communicated from the Caisse Nationale Suisse d’assurance en 
cas d’accidents. 

overall time loss on the relative risk hypothesis is somewhat less than that estimated in ZCRP 
Publication 27 on an absolute risk hypothesis (and see also Gilbert3’ and Dunster3’). 

(85) The estimate is made on the following bases: 

(a) Assuming, as in the BEIR 111 report 2g that the induction of leukaemia and of bone tumours follows an absolute 
risk model (with about equal latencies) and therefore retaining for these malignancies the mean age at death that 
was assumed for leukaemia in ICRP Publication 27. 

(b) Recording the numbers of deaths from all other forms of malignant disease, by 5 year age groups in males and 
females (England and Wales, mortality statistics by causqJz 1981). 

(c) Assuming, as with the BEIR III report, occupational exposure from age 20; an absolute latency of 10 years during 
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Table 18B. Mean age of radiation exposure (all potentially exposed workers; USA, 1980) 

Mean age of Median age of 
Population 

size workers exposure E-W workers exposure E-W 

Occupational group Sex (thousands) (W) (E) (years) (W) (E) (years 1 

Medicine M 162 36.6 36.9 +0.3 34.3 35.2 +0.9 
F 422 30.0 31.0 + 1.0 21.1 28.5 +0.8 

Industry M 241 35.8 33.3 - 2.5 33.4 30.7 - 2.7 
F 58 35.5 35.5 0.0 33.0 32.5 -0.5 

Nuclear fuel cycle M 141 36.1 34.6 - 1.5 33.8 32.7 - 1.1 
F 10 30.4 29.6 -0.8 28.5 27.9 -0.6 

Government M 136 35.9 38.0 f2.1 33.7 36.4 + 2.7 
F 68 32.1 33.4 +0.7 30.5 31.6 + 1.1 

Miscellaneous M 30 35.8 35.1 -0.7 31.8 32.5 +0.7 
F 46 32.9 29.9 - 3.0 29.2 30.4 + 1.2 

All Groups M 716 36.0 34.8 - 1.2 33.7 32.8 -0.9 
F 605 31.0 31.7 +0.7 28.4 29.0 +0.6 

Source: Kumazawa, S., Nelson, D. R. and Richardson, A. C. B., Occupazional exposure to ionizing radiation in rhe 

United Slates, US Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C., 1984. 

which no tumours (of these types) appear or cause death; and allowing for exposure at a constant rate from age 20 
to 65. Therefore, to correspond to continuing exposure, increasing linearly the recorded numbers of the cancer 
deaths from age group 30-35 onwards, until and including those ofage group 70-75, thereafter maintaining this 
ratio constant. 

(d) Assuming deaths to occur at the mid-age of each age group, so deriving the mean age at death of all such 
naturally-occurring cancers and, on a relative risk hypothesis, postulating the same mean age for induced cancers 
of these types. 

(e) Thence obtaining the mean age at death of all induced malignancies, taking account of the relative numbers 
indicated in the BEIR 111 report for leukaemias and bone tumours, and for other turnouts, for exposures from age 
20 to 65 (paragraph 88); and so the mean life shortening from all induced tumours as compared with the normal 
life expectancy. 

(f) The same approximate procedure was used for life-long exposure, as required for estimation of risks in the general 
public (Appendix, paragraph A6). 

(g) The total life losses from cancer induction on the basis of a relative risk estimate, expressed as a ratio to those 
derived on an absolute risk estimate, were thereby estimated as: 

Ratio 

Exposure Model males females 

Age 2065 LQ-L 0.38 0.71 
L-L 0.36 0.70 

Lifelong LQ -L 0.33 0.85 
L-L 0.33 0.84 

(86) The risk of inducing a fatal cancer by uniform whole body radiation is estimated as 
1.25 lo-’ Sv-’ in ICRP Publication 26.’ This estimate is based essentially on an absolute risk 
hypothesis, with a limited period during which cases of leukaemia (and the same applies to bone 
sarcoma) appear after exposure, but with a constant rate for the appearance of other forms of 
malignancy-in all cases after a short absolute latency during which no cancers are apparent. 
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(87) The epidemiological studies on which this risk factor, and those for individual types of 
cancer, are based do not ordinarily extend to cover the old ages of the exposed populations. On 
the relative risk hypothesis, however, induced cancers would appear at increasing rate in the 
older ages at which naturally occurring cancers appear more frequently. If so, many 
epidemiological surveys will have underestimated the total number of cancers induced by 
radiation. 

(88) The extent of this underestimation would depend upon the ages at which exposure 
occurred. For exposures received at uniform rate during the years of working life, the 
assessments made in the Beir III report” indicate an underestimate by a factor of about 1.7 
(according to the estimates developed in its Tables V-16, -17, -19 and -20). The induction rate of 
fatal cancers of 1.25 IO-’ (or 1.26 including skin) per sievert of effective dose equivalent would 
thus be increased to about 2 10m2 Sv-‘. 

(89) In terms of loss of life expectancy from fatal cancer induction, an absolute risk 
hypothesis would indicate a loss of about 0.19 y Sv-’ effective dose equivalent, assuming a 
mean loss of 15 years per fatal cancer (paragraph 81) and an induction rate of 1.26 10s2 Sv- ‘. 
It seems unlikely that a relative risk hypothesis would predict a greater time loss given the 
substantially lower loss of life expectancy likely per case, and the results of the tentative analysis 
described above (paragraph 85). 

(90) If the observed mean period of illness, of about one year prior to death from a fatal 
cancer2,33 is added to the loss of life expectancy (with equal weighting), an average loss of 0.2 
years per sievert can be taken as a likely estimate on an absolute risk hypothesis, and probably, 
therefore, an overestimate on a relative risk hypothesis. 

Induction of curable cancers 

(91) Owing to the longer use, and often the greater reliability, of death certification than of 
comprehensive cancer registration in many countries, more confident estimates have been 
obtained for induction of fatal cancers than for all cancers-including those that prove to be 
curable. However, the cancers that are induced by radiation appear to be similar in their course 
and clinical behaviour to cancers of the same histological types that occur naturally. In 
consequence, the proportion of radiation-induced cancers which are likely to be curable is likely 
to be best estimated from a review of the number of fatal cancers of different histological types 
that are induced by radiation, and the proportions of each type that are curable when occurring 
naturally.2g 

(92) This subject was reviewed by UNSCEAR, using, whenever possible, as a criterion of cure, 
the percentage of patients with different types of cancer who were surviving at 15 years after 
diagnosis, and following surgical or other treatment (in countries with developed medical 
facilities). This compilation yielded the following approximate estimates (Table 19). 

(a) For breast cancer, about a 40% survival, as based on data from five countries, 
survivalship for all stages at diagnosis, and similarity in values for ductal cancers as 
induced by radiation and for all other types. 

(b) For leukaemia, a progressive improvement in survivalship and particularly of some 
forms of the disease in childhood, but-excluding chronic lymphatic leukaemia as not 
being radiation induced-a mean long-term survival still only of a few per cent. 

(c) For cancers of lung and bronchus, 5% long-term survival or less. 
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Table 19. Risk of cancer induction (lo-’ Sv- ‘) 

Organ Fatal Curable Sources (below) 

31 

Breast 0.25 0.15 
Bone marrow 0.20 0.01 
Lung 0.20 0.01 
Thyroid 0.05 1.0 
Bone 0.05 0.01 
Skin 0.01 1.0 
Remainder 0.50 0.15 

Total 1.26 2.33 

a,b,c,d,e 
a,b,c,f,g,h 
a,bc,d 
ij,k 
a&d 
c,l,m,n,o,p 
a,b,d 

“Values as in ICRP Publication 26. 

Sources: 
a. 

b. 
C. 

d. 
e. 

f. 

US Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Cancer patient survival. Report number 5, 1976. DHEW 
Publication No. (NIH) 77-992 (Axtell, L. M. et al., eds). 
UK Office of Population Censuses and Surveys. 1971-1973, Cancer Statistics: Survival. Series MBl. No. 3. 
Nonvay Cancer Registry. Survival of cancer patients. Cases diagnosed in Norway 1968-1975. Montebello, Oslo, 
Norway. 
Kumatori, T. and Fujimoto, I. Communication on Osaka registry data 1970-74. 
US Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Cancer incidence and mortality in the United States 1973-1976. 
DHEW Publication No. (NIH) 78-1837. 
Sather, H., Miller, D., Nesbit, M. et al., Differences in prognosis for boys and girls with acute lymphoblastic 
leukaemia. Lancer i, 739-743, 1981. 
Whittaker, J. A., Reizenstein, R. et al., Long survival in acute myelogenous leukaemia: an international collaborative 
study. Br. Med. J. 282, 692-695, 1981. 
Ishumaru, T., Hoshina, T., Ichimaru, M. et al. Leukaemia in atomic bomb survivors, Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 
Radiat. Rex 45, 216-233, 1971. 
Shimaoka, K. Getaz, E. P. and Rao, U., Anaplasticcarcinoma of thyroid: radiation-associated. N.Y. State J. Med. 79, 
874-877, 1979. 
Ron, E. and Modan, B., Benign and malignant thyroid neoplasms after childhood irradiation for tinea capitis. J. 
Natl. Cancer Insr. 65, 7-l 1, 1980. 
LJNSCEAR. Sources and ellects of ionizing radiation. 1977 report to the General Assembly. New York 1977. 
Urbach, F. Ultraviolet radiation and skin cancer in man. Preventive Medicine 9, 227-230, 1980. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

k. 
1. 
m. American Cancer Society. Facts and figures. New York, 1981. 
n. 

0. 

P. 

Zacarian, S. A., Cryosur&al Advances inDermatology and Tumors ofthe Head and Neck. Charles C. Thomas, Illinois, 
1977. 
Fraunfelder, F. T., Zacarian, S. A., Limmer, B. L. et al., Cryosurgery for malignancies of the eyelid. Ophthalmology 87, 
461465, 1980. 
Gordon, G. and Silverstone, H., Deaths from skin cancer in Queensland, Australia, The Biologic Effect of Ultraviolet 
Radiation, pp. 625-634 (F. Urbach, ed.), Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1969. 

(d) 

(4 

For thyroid cancer, the estimate is difficult, because many statistics do not distinguish 

between the anaplastic and medullary types, of high and moderate mortalities 
respectively, and the papillary and follicular types which are inducible by radiation and 
are usually of slow progress and low mortality. In four epidemiological studies 

comprising 165 thyroid cancers, most of which will have been induced by radiation, 

however, five deaths had occurred within a mean period of 20 years from diagnosis and 
treatment of the cancer.34 An ultimate fatality rate df between 3-9% was suggested for 
these types of cancer, unless anaplastic changes supervene and cause death in cancers 
induced several decades previously. 

For bone tumours, some uncertainties are caused because deaths may be recorded as due 
to cancer of bone, when they are in fact due to secondary deposits in bone from cancers 
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arising in other organs. Survivals at 15 years, however, are of about 20% of diagnosed 
primary bone cancers. 

(f) For skin cancers, national mortality figures are available, but reliable figures for 
survivalship have not been seen. This is clearly because most non-melanoma skin cancers 
are so easily and effectively treated by minor surgery that incidence figures are not 
recorded reliably, and detailed or prolonged follow-up of treated patients is commonly 
not undertaken. Except for malignant melanomas of skin, which are not known or 
believed to be induced by (ionizing) radiation, such estimates as are available suggest a 
fatality rate in the region of only 1% or less, and certainly not higher than 5 %. 

(g) For all other forms of cancer together, excluding those of the six organs already listed, the 
cure rate appears to be in the region of 25%, as judged by the difference between rates 
quoted for “all cancers”, and those assessed above for particular types, taking account of 
the frequencies of these types. 

(93) On these necessarily very approximate bases, the risk rates for fatal cancer induction 
given in ICRP Publication 26, and implied by the weighting factors there used, and those 
suggested for skin, could be supplemented by corresponding factors of risk for induction of 
curable malignancies, as in Table 19. 

Weighting for curable cancers 

(94) In any attempt to attach “weight” to the detriment due to induction of a curable cancer, 
some importance should be attached to the considerable difference between the ease with which 
most skin cancers are cured, with only minor symptoms during their presence or disability 
during their cure, and the severe symptoms and perhaps repeated operations, chemotherapy or 
radiotherapy and long follow-up often involved in many other forms of cancer. Breast cancers 
are likely to be intermediate in the occurrence or severity of symptoms, the trauma of operation, 
and the stress of follow-up, and perhaps also in the anxiety after successful treatment. Thyroid 
cancers of the epithelial types induced by radiation ordinarily cause few or no symptoms during 
their presence and are in most cases effectively removed by a single operation. 

(95) Quantitative data have not been obtained on the average durations, for different types of 
cancer, of substantial symptoms or hardship before, during or after treatment. Meanwhile, and 
in the absence of better criteria, it has been suggested that, in effect, the hardship or detriment 
involved in successful treatment is related to the difficulty of achieving successful treatment, for 
any particular type of cancer.35 

(96) If this generalization were accepted as at least better than giving equal weight to all 
cured cancers, regardless of whether a minor or a severe detriment was ordinarily involved in 
their cure, then the risk factors noted in Table 19 would express actual detriment more 
realistically if each curable cancer was weighted by the fatality rate of the corresponding type of 
cancer. 35 In Table 20, the “severity of cure” for each type of cancer is, therefore, taken to be equal 
to the proportion of cancers of that type which cannot be successfully cured and which cause 
death. 

(97) Overall, this would imply an average detriment for cancers that were cured which was 
about one-eighth (0.29/2.33) of the detriment from cancers which were not cured. This may 
appear to be a reasonable relationship, in view of the obvious benefit of cure, but taking into 
account the component of anxiety that must still persist after a difficult, but in fact successful, 
cure. In terms of periods of time for individual types of cancer, however, it may overstate the 
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Table 20. Weighting of detriment from curable cancers’ 

33 

Fatal Curable 
“Severity 
of cure” Cured 

Breast 0.25 0.15 x 0.6 = 0.09 
Bone marrow 0.20 0.01 x 0.95 = 0.01 
Lung 0.20 0.01 x 0.95 = 0.01 
Thyroid 0.05 1.0 x 0.05 = 0.05 
Bone 0.05 0.01 x 0.85 = 0.01 
Skin 0.01 1.0 x 0.01 = 0.01 
Remainder 0.50 0.15 x 0.75 = 0.11 

Total 1.26 2.33 0.29 

a In this Table, the “severity of cure” is, as suggested in paragraph 
96, taken to be equal to the ratio of fatal, to fatal plus curable, cancers 
of the same type. 

detriment of the occasional cured lung cancers or leukaemia to give to these cases a detriment 
almost equal to the 15 years loss of life, and of one year’s loss of health, from a similar but fatal 
cancer of the same type. The implied detriments of nine months (15 years x 0.05) or of eight 
weeks (15 years x 0.01) for cure of thyroid or skin cancers respectively appear more realistic. 
Information should, however, be obtained on average values of the actual periods of impaired 
health or hardship involved in the cure of different forms of cancer. 

Time-loss detriment from all induced cancers 

(98) Such figures are clearly very tentative and artificial. If, however, they are thought to 
reflect the approximate impact of cured cancers relative to fatal ones, they would be consistent 
with a total detriment from curable cancers induced by uniform whole body radiation as being 
about one quarter of that from the fatal cancers induced (0.29/1.26 in Table 20). The life-loss 
detriment of 0.2 y Sv-’ from induction of fatal cancers (paragraph 90) would, therefore, be 
increased to an average of 0.25 y Sv-’ to include the time-loss detriment from all cancer 
induction; or, taking account of the induction of fatal and curable breast cancers in females only, 
to about 0.3 y Sv-’ in females and 0.2 y Sv- ’ in males. In terms of the suggested index of harm 
based on years lost per 1 000 worker-years, therefore, the detriment due to radiation 
carcinogenesis would add 0.3 per mSv of annual dose in a female working population, and 0.2 in 
a male workforce. 

Induction of Inherited Abnormalities 

Weighting for the severity of inherited abnormalities 

(99) Any assessment of the total amount of harm caused by the “genetic” effects of radiation 
should depend upon two types ofevidence: the frequency with which different kinds ofeffect are 
caused, and the amount of harm that is regarded as attaching to each kind of effect. Increasing 
quantitative information is becoming available on the former subject, at least as inferred from 
rodents and various primate species. The weight that might be given to different forms of harm, 
however, necessarily remains a matter of opinion, as emphasized in ICRP Publication 27. 

(100) An important attempt has, however, been made in the genetics reviews of UNSCEAR26 
to assess the amount of radiation-induced harm that is expressed in liveborn children in terms of 
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periods of life lost or impaired by different forms of inherited abnormality. For each of the main 
types of inherited disease or abnormality that may be induced by radiation, evidence was 
collected on the mean age at which any impairment developed, and on the mean age of death of 
sufferers from the abnormality or disease. From these data estimates were obtained, for each 
type of abnormality, of the average number of years of life which were normal (before any 
impairment developed), or were impaired, or were lost by premature death. 

(101) Moreover, since the abnormalities may range from minor changes in coloration of the 
iris to severe behavioural or functional defects, an approximate relative weighting was proposed 
for minor abnormalities, so that the recorded periods of impaired life should correspond to 
equivalent periods of severe impairment. The position here is thus similar to that already 
discussed in regard to injuries causing different degrees of permanent impairment, which also 
range from minor to severe, and for which the periods of impaired life are expressed in terms of 
equivalent periods of maximum impairment. 

(102) Given the frequency with which different effects are induced per unit absorbed dose to 
parental germinal tissue, and the detriment from each in the periods of life impaired or lost, some 
quantitative estimate can be suggested for the detriment caused in offspring per unit dose to the 
germinal tissues of parents, received prior to the conception of children. 

(103) Just as in assessing the effects of injury or induced disease in exposed individuals, 
obvious difficulties remain in developing representative opinion on the relative weights that 
should be attached to equal periods of different kinds or degrees of inherited disability, or to 
periods of impaired life or lost life in affected children. 

(104) Nor can a year of lost health or life in an exposed individual be equated to a year lost in 
one of his descendants. The presentation of this information, however, should cause these 
questions to be reviewed. It at least offers a more objective basis for review of the impact of 
somatic and genetic components of radiation injury than was possible simply in terms of the 
numbers of such effects regardless of their severity, or by classing genetic abnormalities only as 
minor or major in their impact (and arbitrarily suggesting zero weight for the former and a 
weight equal to a fatal cancer for the latter, as in ZCRP Publication 27). 

(105) On the basis dicussed in paragraphs 100 and 101, UNSCEAR reached estimates of the 
average periods of life unimpaired, impaired, or lost, for the range of inherited abnormalities 
occurring naturally, or in the first generation after radiation exposure, or at equilibrium after 
continuous exposure (the proportion of different types of abnormality differing somewhat 
under these conditions). Table 21 indicates that, for abnormalities of the types induced by 

Table 21. Years of life impaired or lost owing to inherited abnormalities 

Source of abnormality 
or disease 

Average detriment per inherited abnormality 
(years of life) 

unimpaired impaired lost 

Detriment per (genetically 
significant) person-gray 

(years of life) 

impaired lost 

Spontaneous genetic 20 22 28 
Radiation genetic 

First generation 25 24 21 0.055 0.045 
Equilibrium 26 24 20 0.34 0.29 

Source: Ionizing radiation, sources and biological effects. UNSCEAR 1982 report to the General Assembly; UN, 
New York, 1982. 
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radiation, an average of about 25 years of a normal 70 year life span is unimpaired, an equal 
period is impaired, and about 20 years are lost by premature death. 

(106) The UNSCEAR report combines these assessments with the number of genetic defects 
estimated to be induced by exposure of the population to 1 gray (of low LET radiation at low 
dose rate) per generation. For a population that is not increasing in size, so that 1 000 
individuals produce 1 000 live-born children per generation, the detriment per person-gray of 
genetically significant irradiation is estimated as about 0.05 years of impaired, and 0.05 years of 
lost, life in offspring of the first generation, or a total of 0.10 years impaired or lost. The 
corresponding total to all generations would be 0.63 years per person-gray of genetically 
significant radiation. 

Genetically significant fractions of occupational doses 

(107) ICRP Publication 27 illustrated the wide range of values that would be estimated as the 
genetically significant (GS) fraction of collective doses in working populations of different age 
structure, if exposures were at a rate which was constant with age. Tables 18A and B, and the 
data on which they are based, suggested that this rate is in fact approximately constant with age 
in a number of occupations. In different countries, GS fractions will depend on the mean 
parental ages at conceptions for females and males, as well as on the sex and age structure of the 
relevant working populations. As an example, however, with mean ages at conceptions 
currently of about 25 and 28 years in females and males respectively in the US,37 estimates of the 
mean GS fraction can be derived taking account of the working population age structures and of 
doses received at different ages in occupations involving radiation exposure (Table 22), the mean 

Table 22. Genetically significant fractions of collective doses received occupationally 
(USA, 1980) 

Occupational 
group 

Number 
(thousands) 

% of 
females 

GS fraction of collective dose 

females males all staff 

Medicine 584 12 0.31 0.21 0.28 
Industry 305 19 0.23 0.37 0.34 
Nuclear fuel cycle 151 7 0.29 0.29 0.29 
Government= 204 33 0.16 0.14 0.15 
Miscellaneousb 76 61 0.32 0.30 0.31 

All i321 groups 46 b.29 0.29 0.29 

“Departments of Energy and Defence: P.H.S., N.I.H., NASA, N.B.S. and V.A. 
b Education and transportation. 
Sources : 

1. Kumazawa, S.. Nelson, D. R. and Richardson, A. C. B., Occupational exposure to ionizing 

2. 
radiation in the United States, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington DC., 1984. 
UN Demographic Handbook 1981, United Nations, New York, 1983. 

GS fraction for ail these occupations being 0.3. On the basis of the estimates given in paragraph 
106, if such a working population were exposed at 2 mSv per year, with 0.3 of the collective dose 
being genetically significant, the contribution to the index of harm from inherited abnormalities 
would be (2 x 0.3 x 0.63) = 0.4, as expressed in years impaired or lost per 1000 worker-years at 
risk in the occupations. 

(108) Values quoted in ICRP Publication 27 for nuclear plants (0.21 and 0.19), for 
reprocessing (0.32 and 0.16) and for a radiochemical facility (0.24), suggest a representative 
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value of about 0.25 for occupations involving radiation exposure in the UK. The mean value for 
all occupational classes in that country, as based simply on their age and sex structure (in 1979), 
would be 0.28 (with SD 0.04 between the 27 individual classes). The values given in Table 22 
are based on records of over one million workers potentially exposed to radiation in different 
occupations in the US, 38 for whom both the numbers exposed and the collective doses received 
are recorded by five year age groups in each industrial group and in each sex. A genetically 
significant fraction of 0.3 is, therefore, reliably estimated as the average for these occupations, 
although with substantial variations, from 0.14 to 0.34, in different occupational groups, 
depending largely on the numbers employed and exposed at the younger ages. 

(109) It has not been practicable to examine mean values for occupational GS fractions from 
other countries in detail, partly for lack of available published values of mean parental ages at 
conception, and detailed age and sex structure of working populations. It appears, however, that 
the average occupational value may be substantially less than that for the population as a whole. 
The latter value in England and Wales, as determined directly by the mean ages at conception 
and the mean expectation of life at birth, would be about 26/76=0.34 in females and 
29/70=0.41 in males; and values in the US would be similar (e.g. 25/78 =0.32 in females and 
28/70 = 0.40 in males), again, higher than occupational values (Table 22). 

(110) However, a number of factors will affect the value for occupational populations: 

(a) The age of entering and leaving work involving radiation exposure. There is extensive 
information for many countries on employment in general, giving percentages of the 
population who are “economically active” at different ages. The age at entry into this state 
is of the major importance, since it may be close to the mean age at conception. The 
median age has a mean value of 20 (SD 1.2) years in males and 19 (SD 2.0) in females in 
the 72 countries for which data are recorded in the IL0 year book.r3 However, these 
values will not necessarily reflect the ages of workers in those industries involving 
radiation exposure, which entail substantial periods of training, whether in medicine or in 
industry. The median ages at which economic activity ceases are poorly defined by the 
data recorded, and are in any case unlikely to reflect the ages at which occupational 
exposure to radiation ceases. 

(b) The mean ages of parents at the time of conception of their children can be derived from 
data recorded in a UN Demographic Handbook3’ on the distribution by age of parents 
at the births of their children. The inferred mean ages at conceptions vary in different 
countries, particularly in age of fathers (Table 23), but have mean values for all recorded 
countries of 

fathers 30.6 (2.9 SD) years 
mothers 25.9 (1.7 SD) years 

Table 23. Mean age” of parents at conception of children in 41 countries 

Age 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 . . . 39 

Mothers 4 8 11 10 3 2 2 1 - 
Fathers - - - - 9 7 3 5 5 3 2 4 2... 1 

Mean age: mothers 25.9 (SD 1.7) 
fathers 30.6 (SD 2.9) 

* “age 23” etc. include ages 23.0 to 23.9. 
Source: UN Demographic Year Book 1981, UN New York, 1983. 
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Fig. 8. Mean age of woman at childbirths, UK 1938/80. (Source: UK Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, report 
FM1 No. 4 Seasonality, London, 1977.) 

It may be noted, however, that mean parental ages at conceptions may show conspicuous 
trends with time over limited periods (Fig. 8), and will depend more on social or economic 
factors than on biological potentialities. 

(111) The GS fraction of the collective dose incurred in an occupation indicates the total 
genetic risk that would result from exposures in that occupation, and depends largely on the age 
structure of the workforce. For an individual worker, however, the GS fraction of the annual 
gonad dose would fall from unity before the start of work, to about zero by middle life. The 
average annual risk of transmitting an inherited defect induced by occupational exposure would, 
therefore, depend directly upon the ages of starting and ceasing to be occupationally exposed, 
and the relation of the starting age to the mean age at conception ofchildren. For men, therefore, 
occupational exposure to radiation would be genetically significant during about the first 10 
years of an occupation involving such exposure that was entered at age 20. If exposure 
continued to age 60, and was received at about constant rate with age, (10.6/40 = ) 26% of the 
total occupational exposure would be genetically significant. For women, with a lower mean age 
at conceptions, this percentage would be lower. For example it would be 15% if exposure 
continued uniformly from age 20 to 60. Ifexposures continued uniformly from ages 18 to 65 the 
corresponding percentages would be 28 y0 in men and 18 y0 in women, if mean parental ages at 
conceptions were 30.6 and 25.9 (as in Table 23). 

Detriment from genetic ctnd somatic risks 

(112) The estimates of genetic risk and of mean ages at conception allow some crude 
numerical comparison between the periods of lost health and lost life from the induction of 
cancer and of genetic abnormalities by lifetime occupational exposure. Thus, for example, an 
annual whole body exposure at constant rate from age 20 at 2 mSv y-l during a 45 year 
working life would cause a time-loss detriment, from illness and loss of life expectancy together 
due to all cancer induction, of 
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90 mSvx0.25 y Sv-‘=22 10m3 years 
or, in males 90 mSv x 0.2 y Sv- ’ = 18 10e3 years 

and in females 90 mSv x 0.3 y Sv-’ =27 10m3 years 

taking account of the difference in breast cancer induction, as in paragraph 98. 
(113) For the induction of hereditary effects, Table 21 indicates a total life-loss detriment, 

from illness or incapacity and loss of life expectancy together, equivalent to 0.63 y Sv- ’ (to all 
generations; or about 0.2 to the first two generations). For exposure at 2 mSv y- ’ from age 20 to 
the mean ages at conceptions noted in paragraph 1 lob, therefore, the time-loss detriments would 
be: 

in males 21 mSvx0.63 y Sv-‘=13 10e3 years 
and in females 12 mSv x 0.63 y Sv- ’ = 8 10e3 years 

These estimates ignore the probability noted by UNSCEAR36 of a lower induction rate of 
hereditary abnormalities per unit dose in females than in males. 

(114) Such figures cannot be regarded as making any definitive comparison between the 
relative importance of genetic and somatic effects of the exposure of populations. They do, 
however, suggest an urgent need for review of the acceptable relative weightings that might be 
applied, for example to periods of impaired health or of lost life, or to such detriments incurred 
through genetic or carcinogenic effects; or to detriments expressed in exposed individuals or in 
their progeny. This development seems essential in securing a better perspective of radiation 
harm than can be obtained merely by comparing numbers of effects without regard to the types 
of harm they represent, or by comparing types of harm only, without regard to their frequency. 

Non-Stochastic Effects 

(115) The Commission states’ that an “aim of radiation protection should be to prevent 
detrimental non-stochastic effects” as well as limiting the probability of stochastic effects to 
levels deemed to be acceptable; and also that “the prevention of non-stochastic effects would be 
achieved by setting dose-equivalent limits at sufficiently low values so that no threshold dose 
would be reached, even following exposure for the whole of a lifetime or for the total period of 
working life”. 

Non-stochastic dose limits 

(116) During uniform external radiation of the body as a whole, observation of the annual 
effective dose-equivalent limit would prevent any organ being exposed occupationally to a dose 
rate greater than 0.05 Sv y - ‘, or to a total dose greater than 2.5 Sv, even if the body was exposed 
at the maximum rate for the whole of a 50 year occupational life. 

(117) Under these circumstances, non-stochastic effects would not be induced in any organ 
or tissue, since threshold values could not be exceeded by any single doses, total doses, or 
continuous dose rates, as estimated in ICRP Publication 41, 39 of which the relevant table is 
reproduced here as Table 24. 

(118) Under conditions of internal exposure, when individual organs may be selectively 
irradiated by radionuclides concentrated and retained in them or in neighbouring tissues, 
higher tissue doses might be received despite limitation of such tissue doses to levels 
recommended for appropriate restriction of stochastic effects. The non-stochastic limitation is 
therefore added, that no tissue should receive a dose rate (or a 50 year committed dose rate) 
greater than 0.5 Sv y-l (or the lens at greater than 0.15 Sv y-l). 
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Table 24. Estimates of the thresholds for non-stochastic effects in the adult human testes, ovaries, lens and bone 
marrow (Table 6 of ICRP Publication 41) 

Threshold 

Annual dose rate 
Total dose if received yearly 

Total dose 

equivalent in highly 
received in fractionated or Presently recommended annual 

hiehlv orotracted dose-equivalent limit (Sv) 
- I 

equivalent received fractionated or exposures for 
in a single brief protracted many years (if irradiated (if irradiated with 

Tissue and effect exposure (Sv) exposures (Sv) (Sv y-7 alone) the whole body) 

Testes 
Temporary sterility 
Permanent sterility 

Ovaries 
Sterility 

Lens 
Detectable opacities 
Visual impairment 

(cataract) 
Bone marrow 

Depression of 
haematopoeisis 

Fatal aplasia 

0.15 NAb 0.4 0.2 0.05 
3.5 NA 2.0 0.2 0.05 

2.560 6.0 > 0.2 0.2 0.05 

0.5-2.0 5 >O.l (0.15) 0.05 
5.0 > 8.0 >0.15 (0.15) 0.05 

0.5 NA 10.4 0.4 0.05 
1.5 NA >l.O 0.4 0.05 

’ Values listed, except those in parentheses, denote annual dose-equivalent limits for stochastic effects, these values 
being limiting for the tissues in question. 

b NA denotes Not Applicable, since threshold dependent on dose rate rather than on total dose. 
Source: ICRP Publication 41, Non-stochastic effects of ionizing radiation. Annals of the ICRP 14 (3), 1984. 

(119) For most organs, the thresholds for induction of any significant non-stochastic effect 
are estimated to be greater than the maximum dose equivalent of 25 Sv which could be received 
by 50 years of exposure to internal irradiation at the non-stochastic annual dose limit. The 
organs noted in ICRP Publication 41, however, as having lower thresholds-namely the bone 
marrow and the gonads-need to be considered, to ensure that their thresholds might not be 
exceeded as a result of continuing intakes of any radionuclide throughout working life. (For the 
lens, see paragraph 126.) 

Tissues of higher sensitiviq 

(120) The annual limits on intake of radionuclides (ALIs), or their “derived (limiting) air 
concentrations” (DACs), are estimated on either stochastic or non-stochastic grounds, 
whichever determines the lower limit.40 Table 25 indicates that, with these combined 
limitations, few forms of radionuclide intake cause annual exposures of the marrow of over 
0.14 Sv, or of over 0.08 Sv to the gonads. 

(121) In the bone marrow, the highest dose rate from any intake at an annual limit (ALI) is 
of 0.23 SV y-l (from 90Sr inhaled, in forms having class D retention), though a maximum rate of 
0.26 Sv y- ’ could result from intake of a mixture of radionuclides (from 90Sr which is 
non-stochastically limited, and ‘OsPb which is stochastically limited, each at its limit). The 
threshold of greater than 0.4 Sv y- 1 (Table 24) for depression of blood-forming activity would, 
therefore, not be reached by any exposures at the AL1 values. 

(122) In the ovary, the highest dose rate from any intake at its annual limit is 0.114 Sv y- ’ (from 
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Table 25. Number of ALI or DAC values causing marrow or gonad irradiation of over 
0.08 sv y-1 

Total no.’ 
of ALIs 

or DACs 

No. causing dose equivalent rates (Sv y- ‘) 

over 0.08 over 0.14 over 0.20 

To marrow 
by oral intake 297 11 6 1 
by inhalation 414 30 13 2 
by immersion (DAC) 100 2 0 0 

To gonadsb 
by oral intake 528 0 
by inhalation 523 

: 8 
0 

by immersion (DAC) 100 0 0 0 

“Numbers listing marrow or gonads as significantly exposed. 
bTo ovary; lower exposures in testis than in ovary. 
Source: ICRP Publication 30, Limits for intakes of radionuclides by workers, supplements. 

Annals of the ICRP 3(1/4), 5(1/6), 7(1/3) and 8(1/3). 

‘Be by oral intake). Neither the annual rate, of over 0.2 Sv y-l, nor the total dose, of 6 Sv, that 
might cause sterility would be reached by any gonad exposure quoted at recommended levels of 
ALI. 

(123) In the testis, dose rates from intakes at AL1 limits4’ are all lower than 0.08 Sv y - 1 
which would exclude the induction of non-stochastic effects either by protracted or single brief 
exposures (Table 24). 

(124) For exposures to radionuclides in air, recommended concentration limits (DACs) 
restrict exposures to bone marrow and to gonads to annual dose equivalents which are no 
greater than 0.09 Sv (from Ar, Kr or Xe in any listed volumes of air). 

(125) Although, therefore, continuous exposure at the non-stochastic limit for individual 
tissues of 0.5 Sv y- ’ could cause detrimental effects in bone marrow or gonads, the added 
restriction to limit stochastic effects in these and other tissues would prevent such dose rates 
being received. 

(126) The position in regard to the lens of the eye is reviewed in ICRP Publication 41, with the 
conclusion that “exposure of the lens to the currently recommended dose equivalent limit 
(0.15 Sv) each year for 50 years would not cause a vision-impairing cataract, although it might 
give rise to opacities that could be detected ophthalmologically in some exposed individuals”. 

(127) The possibilities of harm of a non-stochastic nature to the developing embryo are 
discussed below (paragraphs 137-139). Otherwise, it seems very improbable that significant non- 
stochastic effects would occur if present occupational limits of external and internal exposure 
are observed, or would make any contribution to an index of harm for occupations involving 
radiation exposure. 

(128) This conclusion seems the more certain because the foregoing discussion has been of 
the possibility that any threshold would finally be exceeded at the end of working life, if 
exposures or intakes had occurred continuously at the limiting rate during each year of the 
working life. At least for external whole body radiation, annual exposures in most occupations 
now average less than one-tenth of the limiting rate based on stochastic dose limits (paragraphs 
154 and 155), or one hundredth of that for most organs for induction of non-stochastic effects. 

(129) Regular annual occupational exposure of individual organs or parts of the body at dose 
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limiting rates for 50 years of a working life seem equally unlikely, either from external or internal 
exposure. With the possible exception of lung exposures during uranium or other hard-rock 
mining carried out at rates close to the relevant dose limits, no contributions from non- 
stochastic effects to an index of occupational harm, or assessments of the weighting of non- 
stochastic relative to stochastic effects, seem to be needed. 

Radiation Induction of Effects During Pregnancies 

(130) The irradiation of an embryo or foetus of any pregnant member of a working 
population will contribute to the total harm attributable to occupational radiation exposure. 
The amount of this harm was assessed in ICRP Publication 27 according to four sources of 
evidence. 

(4 The proportion of a female working population that is likely to be pregnant in any one 
year. 

(b) The risk of harm per unit dose from exposure prior to implantation of the fertilized ovum 
into the uterine wall, and the duration of this period. 

(cl The risk rates of induction of developmental abnormalities and duration of the periods at 
risk, during the organogenesis of an implanted embryo. 

W) The risk rates due to induction of cancers during development. 

Frequency of pregnancies 

(131) In a population that was not increasing in size, an average of two children would be 
born to each woman, mainly during the period of adult life. If a working population consisted of 
equal numbers of women at all ages from 18 to 65, therefore, about 4.2 pregnancies would occur 
during each 100 worker-years. 

(132) For a population having the age structure of the total female population in 
employment (in England and Wales in 1970), however, the frequency was noted in ICRP 
Publication 27 as 6.4 pregnancies per 100 worker-years, taking account of the national 
frequencies of births to women of the relevant ages. A similar value (of 6.7) was estimated from 
the age distribution of the female staff of a nuclear plant. 

(133) The frequency will vary considerably according to the age distribution of different 
occupationally-exposed populations, and all values based on national pregnancy rates at 
different ages will over-estimate true frequencies to the extent that women engaging in full-time 
employment may postpone or avoid pregnancies during such employment. 

(134) In addition, the simplifying assumption that was made in ZCRP Publication 27, that 
radiation exposure would continue at a coustant rate during the whole of pregnancy, will also 
maximise estimates of harm because, in some employments involving radiation exposure, levels 
of exposure are restricted once a pregnancy is recognized; and because, in all employments, 
women cease work increasingly in later pregnancy (Fig. 9). 

(135) It is necessary, however, to form estimates of the harm that might result from exposures 
during pregnancies, even if these are provisional maximum estimates that could be improved by 
studies of pregnancies in individual industries, and the exposures actually incurred at different 
stages of these pregnancies. Such estimates, of harm incurred during pregnancies, can then be 
seen in relation to the total harm from radiation exposure of the workforce as a whole; or, 
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Fig. 9. Percentage of women remaining at work, against weeks before childbirth. (Source: W. W. Daniel, (U.K.) Policy 
Studies Institute report P.M. No. 588, June 1980.) 

perhaps more usefully, as a proportion of the total harm from exposure of all female members of 
the workforce, since the percentage of women engaged in different industries varies so greatly. 

(136) In the following sections, therefore, the probabilities of inducing different forms of 
harm in the developing child are considered for a female workforce exposed at a dose rate taken 
(as in paragraph 157) for comparative purposes as 2 mSv y- ‘, throughout pregnancies 
occurring with a frequency of 6.5 per 100 worker-years. 

Risks prior to implantation 

(137) No direct evidence has been obtained of the risk to human conceptuses of intrauterine 
death from pre-implantation radiation exposure. Data 34 in mice and in rats, however, suggest a 
lethality in the region of 8 x 10e4 mSv- ‘. If this risk is assumed to apply in man, the average risk 
of pre-implantation loss of conceptuses in a female working population exposed at 2 mSv y- ‘, 
would be assessed by combining the annual probability of a pregnancy (of 0.065), with an eight- 
day period at risk before implantation (Table 26), giving a risk per year of 

Risk of developmental abnormality 

(138) The radiation induction of malformations that are expressed in the liveborn was 
demonstrable in Japanese children who had been exposed in utero to radiation from atomic 
bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki; and Wood and others reported the occurrence of mental 
retardation first in 1967.42 More recent analyses of the times of exposure of affected children 
have indicated an apparent period at risk for the induction of mental retardation of about eight 
weeks, namely during the 8-15th week of gestation, and a probability of its induction of 
4 x low4 mGy- ‘, this rate being apparently constant with dose.43 

(139) The uncertainty resulting from the small numbers of affected children in different dose 
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Table 26. Detriment due to exposures during pregnancies, per year of exposure at 2 mSv y-l 

43 

Exposure Effect 

Risk rate 
assumed 

(lo-6 y-l) 

Life loss 
per effect 

(years 1 

Life loss 
detriment 

(lo-‘+ years) 

Pre-implantation Non-implantation 2.3 X 13 = 1.1 
During organogenesis Development defects 8.0 X 73 = 5.8 
Throughout pregnancy Cancer, fatal 2.2 X 13 = 1.6 

Cancer, curable <l X <IO = CO.1 
Inherited defects (as in text) 0.6 

G- 

Note: Life expectancies at birth are mean values for the 40 countries for which data are given in World Health 
Statistics 1981 (A4 =69.7, F=76.2 years). 

Source: World Health Statistics 1981, World Health Organization, Geneva, 1983. 

groups, and specifically, the confidence limits of the regression of induction rate on dose, do not 
reliably exclude a threshold even of a few tens of millisieverts, such as would be expected if the 
cerebral damage was due to a multi-cell killing effect. If, however, the response were supposed to 
be induced without threshold, and in the absence of evidence of equally significant induction of 
other types of malformation in man, the risk to the embryo would be assessed as 

(140) Little quantitative information is available on effects of human exposure during early 
stages of organogenesis, but no evidence has been obtained of the induction of other types of 
abnormality in man by radiation received by the embryo in low doses or at low dose rates. It is 
likely that abnormalities which depend on any extensive killing of organ progenitor cells do not 
occur unless substantial threshold doses of some tens of millisieverts are exceeded by radiation 
delivered within critical periods, ordinarily of a few days only. At the low dose rates typical of 
most forms of occupational exposure, the existence of a very small threshold would prevent the 
induction of such effects even by doses accumulated over several weeks. For example, a uniform 
dose rate of 2 mSv y-l would deliver only about 0.3 mSv during any eight-week period. 

Risk of cancer induction in the foetus 

(141) Irradiation in utero has been shown to be associated with an increased death rate from 
malignant disease during the first decade ofchildhood. Assuming this association to be causal, 
and with reasonable estimates of the foetal doses involved, the induction rate has been 
assessed45 as 2.3 lo-’ mSv- I, or about 1.5 times the mean induction rate offatal cancer in adult 
females. About half of the increased malignancy rate was due to leukaemia, and this excess is 
confirmed by subsequent and continuing studies,46 although an excess of other malignancies is 
less certain. 

(142) If, however, a foetal induction rate is accepted as being higher than that in the adult in 
this way, and is taken as 2.3 lo- ’ mSv- *, operating over nine months of intrauterine life, the 
risk to the foetus of fatal cancer induction can be assessed as 
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Genetic effects of foetal exposure 

(143) The foetal gonads, and their progenitor cells, will be exposed during the nine months of 
their development to radiation, all of which is genetically significant. Assuming the same risk of 
years of life impaired or lost in descendants, as were assumed to follow adult genetically- 
significant exposure, the time-loss detriment would be 

0.065 x (9/12)x 2 mSv y-r x 6.3 low4 mSv_’ years lost 
=0.61 x 10m4 years lost (per year of exposure) 

Total time-loss detriment from exposure of the conceptus 

(144) For the induction of mental retardation and of fatal cancer, the durations of detriment 
and of loss of life must presumably be regarded as about equal to the normal life expectancy at 
birth as the average of male and female children. The years of severe detriment and life loss from 
a combined frequency of 10.2 x 10e6 y- ’ from these two effects would therefore amount to a life 
loss of about 7.4 x 10m4 years per year of exposure at 2 mSv y- l (Table 26). To this amount of 
detriment expressed in the liveborn, would be added 1.7 10e4 years if that due to failure of 
implantation of the fertilized ovum was added on the same basis. The further detriment from 
curable cancers of the types induced would be small. 

(145) Including the estimated life loss in later generations due to inheritable defects induced 
in the foetal gonads, the total periods of severe detriment and loss of life would, therefore, amount 
to about 10 x low4 years due to exposures during pregnancy at 2 mSv y- ’ (or 1 year per 1000 
female worker-years, adding a value of one to the index of harm for the occupation). 

(146) This estimate may be compared with the detriment that would be induced in adults 
exposed during an equal period, assuming that the mean dose to the foetus would be about 
equal to the average whole-body dose to the adult. 

(147) On the bases already discussed (paragraphs 112 and 113), the mean life-loss detriment 
per year to females exposed at 2 mSv y - ’ would be estimated as about 6 x 10e4 years from all 
cancer induction and 2 x 10e4 from induction of hereditary defects. For males, the 
corresponding estimates would be 4 x 10e4 and 3 x 10V4 years. The contributions to an index 
of harm expressed as years lost per 1000 worker-years, would thus be 0.6 and 0.2 for 
carcinogenic and genetic effects in females, and 0.4 and 0.3 in males. 

(148) Such estimates cannot be regarded as either definitive or dependable. Many of the 
bases for their assessment obviously need further directed study. The weights that have been 
suggested as attaching to equal periods of time lost as a result of different radiation effects need 
to be properly explored and opinion obtained on them. And in any case, the great variability in 
sex and age distribution of working populations prevent any simple statement on the relative 
impacts of different effects of occupational exposure. 

(149) In particular, however, two suggestions which arise from these estimates seem worth 
considering. 

(a) Apart from detriments attributed to exposure during pregnancies, the estimated total risks 
in males and females are similar. They would be equal if the risk per unit dose of inducing 
inherited abnormalities were several times as great in male germ cells as in female ones, as 
is suggested in the data quoted by UNSCEAR 1982.36 

(b) Taking pregnancies into account, however, the estimated detriment caused during 
pregnancies might double the annual detriment otherwise incurred in females, if 
exposures were to radiation such that foetal doses approximated to the whole-body doses 
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of their mothers. The estimates quoted, however, are based on the maximizing 
assumptions that pregnancies occur at the same rate in those in full-time employment as 
in the general population, that work continues during the whole of pregnancy, and that 
exposure rates are the same during pregnancy as in other adult workers. 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN RADIATION AND OTHER SOURCES 
OF OCCUPATIONAL RISKS 

(150) Any attempt to compare the risks from occupational exposure to radiation with other 
occupational risks should take account of several aspects of radiation risks which have already 
been considered in regard to the risks of occupational injuries. 

(a) To what extent do radiation risks differ in different sections of the same industry, 
according to the kind of work being done? 

(b) What trends with time are occurring in the levels of radiation exposure in different 
occupations? 

(c) What dose rates are currently occurring in different occupations? 

(d) What injury rates occur in occupations involving radiation exposure, and what are, 
therefore, the total risks in these occupations? 

(e) How do occupations with different levels of risk from radiation exposure and other factors 
compare with different conventional industries, as judged by the assessment of total time- 
loss detriment? 

(151) Data published in the 1977 and 1982 UNSCEAR reports show (Table 27) that the 
variations in radiation risk in different sections of an industry, as judged by variations in mean 
dose rate in these sections, are comparable with the variations in risk of fatal or other injury that 
are observed (Table 5) within other industries. 

(152) UNSCEAR reports and other sources give information on the trends with time in 
mean dose rates recorded in various occupations (Tables 28A, B and C). Such trends may result 
from a number of different causes: introduction of new techniques, changes in numbers of staff 
or workload per member of staff, changes in working practice or obsolescence of equipment and 
increasing need for maintenance. Overall, however, the rates with which many dose rates, and, 
therefore, presumably risks, are found to be decreasing are comparable with many of the rates 
with which risks of fatal injuries are falling in other occupations (Table 8). 

(153) The rate at which radon-daughter concentrations were reported to have been falling in 
US uranium mines4’ (Fig. lo), however, suggest a more rapid reduction in risk than observed in 
conventional industries, even though inhalation of radon daughters is responsible only for part 
of the radiation exposure of miners. 

(154) The 1982 report of UNSCEAR publishes recorded dose rates from external exposure in 
a number of occupations and countries. Table 29 shows values for the latest year reported, 
usually 1978, showing half the occupational groups to entail rates of between l-2 mSv y - ‘, with 
two lower values and five higher ones. 

(155) More recent data for all forms of occupational exposure in the UK48 and the US38 
(Tables 30A and B) show a range of dose rates for different occupations, commonly between 
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Table 28A. Trends in annual dose rates 

47 

Reference 

Country Industrial group Period 

Annual change 
in rate Table UNSCEAR 

(% Y-‘f=) No. year 

Federal Republic of 
Germany Fuel reprocessing 

Atomic Energy of Canada 
External dose 
Tritium dose 

Switzerland Tritium luminisers 

USA Shipyard workers on nuclear 
propulsion plants 

Federal Republic of 
Germany Tritium luminisers 

1972-78 -23k5 28 (1982) 

1970-78 
-18k5 30 (1982) 
+ 3+3 

1969-75 -10+2 32 (1977) 

1970-78 - 6+2 17 (1982) 

1966-75 +10+5 84 (1977) 

Sources: UNSCEAR 1977 (annex E) and 1982 (annex H) reports to the General Assembly. 

Table 28B. Trends in annual dose rates 

Industrial group Period 
Annual change in rate 

(% Y-‘*SE) Sources 

U.S. nuclear fhcilities 
Industrial radiography 
Manufacture and distribution 
Fuel fabrication and reprocessing 
Commercial LWR 
PWR Staff 
BWR Staff 
Transient workers 

Swedish occuparions 
Medical 
Industrial 
Research 

French uranium miners 
Group 1 
Group 2 (external) 
Group 2 (inhaled) 
Group 3 (external) 
Group 3 (inhaled) 

Tritium luminisers 
(by ‘H in urine) 

Medical stgfl 

1973-81 

1966-82 

1971-79 

1977-81 

1975-83 

- 4.3* 0.8 
- 6.5* 1.2 
-15.7+ 3.0 
- 2.7+ 1.1 
- 6.3* 1.7 
- 1.1+ 1.2 
- 8.5+ 1.8 

- 15.6+ 1.8 
-11.4+ 1.5 
-12.5rf: 2.1 

- 10.6+ 1.3 
- 8.8& 1.6 
- 7.7* 1.1 
-12.9* 1.2 
- 13.3+ 1.8 

-24.7k 12.1 

- 13.7+ 1.2 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(c) 

(d) 

Sources: 

(a) 

(b! 

(cl 

(d) 

Occupational radiation exposure.. annual reports 1980 and 1981. US Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission NUREG-0714 Vols 2 and 3. 
Swedish National Institute of Radiation Protection. Information communicated from the 
Division of Personnel Dosimetry. April 1984. 
Report (ICRP/82/C4-16) by ICRPCommittee 4 on analyses by French and UK agencies, and 
by the Nuclear Energy Agency. (Submitted for journal publication). 
Data based on exposures of medical and para-medical staff at 30 Italian (Tuscania) hospitals. 
Reported to IRPA 6th International Congress (Berlin 1984) by R. Renzi et al., Compacts Vol. 
II 841-844 and accompanying demonstration, 1984. 
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Table 28C. Trends in annual dose rate, US Occupations, 1960-1985. Linear 
regression of mean annual dose rates in all potentially exposed workers, as % of 

mean dose during the period 

Occupational group 

Mean dose 
1960-1985 Annual change in rate 
(mSv y-r) (% y-‘&SE) 

Medical 
Dentistry 
Private practise 
Hospital 
Others” 

Industry 
~ Radiography 

Manufacture and distribution 
Other users 

Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
Power reactors 
Fuel fabricators and reprocessing 
Othe? 

Government 
Department of Energy 
Department of Defence 
Other agencies 

Miscellaneous 
Education 
Transportation 

All groups 

1.2 

1.8 

3.3 

1.2 

0.7 

1.4 

-4.9kO.2 
0.5 -7.5kO.5 
1.7 -4.9kO.3 
2.3 -5.lkO.5 
0.5 +0.6+0.3 

-3.4kO.5 
3.8 -3.4kO.8 
2.4 -4.9kO.9 
1.6 - 3.4 50.5 

+0.8 kO.2 
3.6 +1.2+0.3 
2.6 -5.lkO.6 
1.8 -2.lk1.3 

-4.6+ 1.0 
1.4 -4.3kO.3 
1.2 -4.452.2 
0.5 -3.OkO.7 

-0.150.2 
0.8 -2.8kO.7 
0.5 + 3.4 kO.2 

-2.5kO.2 

‘Veterinary and chiropractic medicine; podiatry. 
b Uranium mills and enrichment; nuclear waste management. 
Source: Kumazawa, S., Nelson, D. P. and Richardson, A. C. B., Occupational 

exposure to ionizing radiation in the United States. A comprehensive review for the 
year 1980 and a summary of trends for the years 1960-1985. 

-‘- 
l ‘. 

\ Rote of fall 

Fig. 10. Estimated radon concentrations in US uranium mines, 1940/80, in workinglevels(logscale). (Source: as Ref. 47.) 
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Table 29. Mean rates of occupational exposure 

Occupational group 

Data from 
Mean dose 

No. of No. of rate 
countries sub-groups (mSv y-r) 

Nuclear power production 
Uranium mining 
Fuel processing 
Reactor operation 
Fuel reprocessing 
Nuclear research 

Medicul 
Diagnostic radiology 
Nuclear medicine 
Radiotherapy 
Dental 
General 

Other 
Industrial radiography 
Luminisers 
Other industrial 
Research activities 

4 20 
4 4 
8 9 

6 
3 

5 
9 

4 
4 
9 

16 

5 
21 

7 

11 
21 

9.3 
1.0 
4.4 
6.8 
2.2 

0.7 
1.6 
1.5 
0.2 
1.1 

1.6 
8.0 
1.1 
1.6 

Source: UNSCEAR 1982 (the values used are those for the latest year 
quoted, usually 1978). 

0.4-4 mSv y- ‘, but with a high value of 26 mSv y- ’ for groups of non-coal miners in the UK. 
The mean for all occupationally-exposed workers was 1.4 mSv y-l in the UK; and, in the US, 
1.1 mSv y- ’ for all potentially exposed workers, or 2.2 for those with any measurable exposure 
during the year of recording. 

(156) High rates are commonly recorded for uranium and for other hard-rock miners. For 
the former, mean effective dose rates in the region of 30 mSv y - ’ are possible in some areas, 
when account is taken of the inhalation of radon and thoron daughter products, uranium and 
thorium contents of inhaled dusts, and gamma radiation exposure from rock in underground 
mining of ore bodies of high uranium content. Rates in the region of 25 mSv y- ’ are likely in 
some other hard-rock mines. 

(157) The broad picture, therefore, is of the majority of occupations, and the great majority of 
workers, exposed at a few millisieverts effective dose equivalent per year. And these in general 
are the occupations, and workers, for which the associated risks of fatal or other injury are likely 
to be low, as discussed in paragraphs 67-70. A representative estimate would probably be of a 
dose rate of 2 mSv y-l associated with a fatal accident rate of 25 10e6 y- ‘. 

(158) In a small number of occupations, however, staffed mainly by male workers, the dose 
rates may be of a few tens of millisieverts per year; and these are mainly occupations of high 
injury-risk, typically with a few hundred accidental deaths annually per million workers at risk. 

(159) As an attempt to characterize the total risk from radiation and injury in occupations at 
these two levels of exposure, Table 31 estimates the time-loss detriments that each would 
involve, using the measures of time loss suggested in this report and expressed as contributions 
to an index of harm. On this basis, the annual detriment from most work involving radiation 
exposure, assuming a dose rate of 2 mSv y- ’ and a fatal accident rate of 25 10m6 y- ‘, would be 
equivalent to that of an occupation without radiation exposure but with a fatal accident rate of 
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Table 30A. Current UK rates of occupational exposure 

By results of monitoring 
Dose equivalent 

(mSv y-r) 

Nuclear fuel cycle 
Fuel fabrication 1983 1.3 
Fuel enrichment 1983 0.4 
Fuel reprocessing 1983 7.0 
Power stations 1982 1.4 

Research 
Nuclear 1983 2.8 
Universities 1980 0.1 

l&.Ytry 
Radiographers 1982 1.7 
Tritium workers 1980 3.4 
Radionuclide supply 1982 3.8 
Other industrial 1982 0.4 

Medical 
Diagnostic staff 1981 0.4 
Radiotherapy staff 1981 2.6 
Radionuclide work 1981 0.3 

By estimates of enhanced natural exposure 
Coal miners 1.2 

Non-coal miners 26.0 

Air crews 1.6 

Average, all potentially exposed workers r.lr 

Source: Hughes, J. S. and Roberts, G. C., The radiation 
exposure of the UK population-1984 review. National 
Radiological Protection Board report NRPB-R173. 
NRPB, Chilton, Oxon. 1984. 

Table 30B. US rates of occupational exposure (1980). 
Means for all workers with measurable exposure’ 

Dose equivalent 
(mSv y-l) 

Nuclear fuel cycle 
Fuel fabrication and reprocessing 
Uranium enrichment 
Power reactors 
Waste management 
Uranium mills 
Uranium miners, external plus 

radon decay products,0.9 WLM 

Industry 
Radiographers 
Manufacture and distribution 
Other 

Medical 
Hospital 
Private practice 
Chiropraxy 
Podiatry (1975) 
Dental 
Veterinary 

Government 
Department of Energy 
Department of Defence 
Other agencies 

Other occupations 
Education 
Transportation 
Flight crews and attendants 
Students 
Non-uranium miners plus radon 

decay products, 0.3 WLM 

Average, all occupationally exposed” 
As based on a total of 1740 

person-Sv (including 7 500 
person-WLM at 10 mSv per 
WLM) 

1.7 
1.2 
6.5 
3.8 
2.6 

3.5 

4.3 
2.7 
2.1 

2.0 
1.8 
0.8 
0.3 
0.7 
1.1 

1.6 
0.9 
0.6 

&!I 
1.7 
1.0 

2.2 

2.2 

“The mean value for all potentially exposed workers 
was 1.1 mSv y-r. 

Source: Kumazawa, S., Nelson, D. R. and Richardson, 
A. C. B., Occupational exposure to ionizing radiation in 
the United States, US Environmental Protection Agency, 
Washington DC., 1984. 

between 35-50 low6 y- ‘, depending on the weight attached to the occurrence of permanent 
disabilities relative to that of fatal accidents (paragraph 66). In either case, the total estimated 
risk would lie within the range of those observed in the safer manufacturing industries (Tables 6 
and 7). The working population is assumed to comprise equal numbers of men and women, 
without restriction of exposure of women during any part of pregnancy, and with a foetal dose 
rate equal to that of the mother. 

(160) The second case considered is that of a male mining population with an effective dose 
rate of 30 mSv y - ’ and a fatal accident rate of 400 1O-6 y- ‘. The estimated component of risk 
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Table 31. Contributions to Index of Harm 
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Annual time-loss detriment 
(years lost per 1000 worker years) 

Dose rate 
(mSv y-‘) 

Fatal accident 
rate 

(lo-6 y- 1) 
radiation 

cancers + genetic 

accidents Total 
at 100 years, or at 50 years, (and value of 

per fatal injury Index of Harm) 

2 

Compared with 
0 

or 0 

25 

37.5 
50 

Populotion I : ages 20-65, 50% male 
M: f (0.4+0.3) 
F: f (0.6+0.2) 1.25, +2.5 = 3.15 

Pregnancies: 4 (1.0) or + 1.25 =2.5 

0 +3.75 = 3.75 
0 +2.5 =2.5 

30 

Compared with 
0 

or 0 

400 

500 
600 

Population 2: ages 20-65, all male 
M: (6+4.5)=10.5+40 =50 

or+20 =30 

0 +50 =50 
0 +30 =30 

from the radiation exposure is smaller than that from the accidents, but would raise the total 
estimate of risk to that of occupations without radiation exposure, but with accidental fatality 
rates of between about 500X10 low6 y- ‘, comparable with other higher risk occupations in 
national industries (Table 2). (The carcinogenic and genetic parts of the radiation risk are 
derived from the effective dose rate on the basis used in paragraphs 146 and 147, although, in fact, 
the dose from radon daughters would contribute only to a carcinogenic, and hardly at all to a 
genetic, risk.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

(161) It should be repeated, as was emphasized in ICRP Publication 27, that no simple 
numerical index of total occupational or other harm can be regarded as complete or compelling. 
The discussion of such indices, and of the bases on which they are formulated, should, however, 
help in defining the components of harm to which importance should be attached, and the 
weight that is held to apply to each such component, when comparisons need to be made 
between the amounts of harm due to different occupations or activities. 

(162) The use of total periods of health or life lost appears to allow a rather fuller assessment 
of total harm than can be obtained from mortality rates alone. Additional consideration, 
however, clearly needs to be given to a number of factors. 

(a) 

(b) 

The relative weights that would be attached to periods of illness of various kinds, to 
periods off work as a result of injury, and to periods of lost life expectancy. 

The relative weight applicable to years of lost life or activity at different ages, at least 
insofar as the ages at which life or activity is lost may differ in the industries considered. 
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(c) The difference in weight (or preferability) between an immediate sudden death at the time 
of an accident, and a death from cancer 20 years after an exposure to radiation. 

(d) The relative weight that should be given to disabilities in exposed individuals or in any of 
their descendants. 

(e) The component of anxiety, in the worker or in his family, in respect of risks that may be 
expressed in the future, rather than at the time of exposure. 

(163) A review of assessments of this type, however approximate and tentative they may be, 
appears to be a necessary responsibility in the surveillance of public health and industrial safety. 
Similar quantitative criteria are clearly applicable to any assessment of the public health 
importance of potentially harmful agents in the general environment, and deserve to be 
explored in the same way. The appendix to this report reviews the ways in which some 
radiological aspects of this problem might be approached. 

APPENDIX 

Estimation of Life-Loss Detriments in the General Public 

(Al) Certain of the methods used in this report for assessing the detriments due to radiation 
exposure of working populations could, in principle, be adopted for assessments of detriment in 
sections of the general public subject to regular exposure from natural or artificial radiation 
sources. If any such assessment was being made, however, the relationships between periods of 
exposure and the resultant frequency of effects and time losses due to them would, in several 
cases, be different for exposure of whole populations and working populations. It may, therefore, 
be useful to note the nature and size of some of these differences. 

Cancer induction 

(A2) For types of cancer for which it was assumed that the induction rate per unit dose was 
the same at all ages of exposure, the years of life expectancy lost per fatal cancer would not differ 
greatly from that assumed (on an absolute risk hypothesis) for working populations. For the 
latter, the mean age at exposure has been taken as 40 years. For a general population exposed at 
constant rate during their whole lifetime, the mean age at exposure would be half the mean life 
expectancy at birth, and so commonly 35 years or more. 

(A3) For types of cancer, such as those of the thyroid and breast, for which there was evidence 
of a higher induction rate during childhood or pre-working life than in adults,4g the mean loss of 
life expectancy per fatal cancer would be greater; and the same might be true for some organs 
under conditions of uniform environmental contamination if organ doses were greater in 
children than in adults. 

(A4) According to a relative risk hypothesis, the numbers of cancers induced would be 
greater than predicted by an absolute risk hypothesis by a factor of about 2.5 if the exposure 
were lifelong.2g This is in contrast to the factor of 1.7 (paragraph 88) if the exposure were limited 
to ages from 20 to 65, taken as the duration of occupational life. 

(A5) Both factors are presumed to take account of the failure of some cancers induced late in 
life to be expressed during the remaining life expectancy. It is to be supposed that estimates on 
the relative risk hypothesis are influenced also by the fact that, although naturally-occuring 
cancers (and, therefore, induced ones, on this hypothesis) increase rapidly in incidence with age, 
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Fig, 11. Variation, with age in males and females, of the probability that death will be due to cancer rather than to other 
causes. (Source: Mortality Statistics, England and Wales, 1981. Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, DH2 No. 8.) 

the frequency with which deaths are due to cancer, rather than to other causes, decreases: e.g. 
after the age of about 65 in males and 50 in females (UK data,32 Fig. 11). 

(A6) While the frequency of induced cancers is thus increased according to a relative rather 
than an absolute risk hypothesis, it appears likely that the total loss of life expectancy from all 
induced cancers is less on this hypothesis, since the majority of such cancers would be expressed 
at ages when life expectancy was decreased (paragraph 85). 

Induction of inherited abnormalities 

(A7) Under conditions of constant exposure of a population, the fraction of the collective 
dose which is genetically significant depends upon the ratio between the mean age at conception 
of children in the population, and the mean expectation of life at birth. The genetic importance 
of this exposure, however, depends also on the average number of children born to each parent 
or pair of parents, and, therefore, on the rate at which the population size is increasing. 

(A8) The UN Demographic Handbook for 1981 records estimates, for 41 countries, of the 
mean life expectancies of males and females at birth, and the mean ages of parents at the time of 
birth of their children. Figure 12 indicates these national estimates, assuming a mean of 0.75 
years between conception and birth. Mean ages at conception vary between 23-30 years in 
females, and 27-36 years in males (with one “outlier” at 40). In the data recorded for different 
countries, there is clear evidence of association between the values in females and in males, both 
of the mean expectation of life at birth (Fig. 13) and of the mean age at conception of children 
(Fig. 14). 

(A9) Genetically significant (GS) fractions of collective doses, assuming a constant exposure 
rate with age, would vary between 0.32-0.52 in females, and 0.38-0.65, with one value of 0.73, in 
males (Fig. 15). Mean values of male and female genetically significant fractions in individual 
countries are significantly correlated (Table Al and Fig. 15), this fraction in females being 
consistently less than in males (mean ratio F/M=0.79 kO.07 SD). 

(A 10) In populations of increasing size, the genetically significant fraction of a collective dose 
would be unchanged (except insofar as the age structure of the population was affected), but its 
genetic effects would be greater, since, on average, more children are born to each parent than in 
populations of constant size. The genetic risk of a given collective dose to the whole population 
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Fig. 13. Excess expectation of life at birth in women relative to that in men, against expectation of life at birth in men. 
(168 countries; values averaged by five year or greater periods of male life expectancy. Range are f 1 SE of sampling.) 

(Source: UN Demographic Yearbook 1980, UN, New York, 1982.) 

is, therefore, greater, in proportion to the greater child expectancy per parent in such expanding 
populations. The ratio(G) by which this risk is increased, relative to the risk per parent-sievert in 
a stable population, is related to the annual percentage increase in population size (p, %y - ‘) and 
the mean age at conceptions in women (A, years), by 

G=(l +O.Ol p)” 

Table A2 records values of G, estimated on this basis. It may be noted that the formulation 
remains valid despite the occurrence of deaths at ages below those at which conceptions occur, 
since these deaths affect the mean expectation of life at birth, and, therefore, the estimated GS 
fraction of the collective population dose. 

Non-stochastic eflects 

(Al 1) Although it is supposed that non-stochastic effects of radiation do not occur unless a 
threshold dose is exceeded, the Commission recommends that the non-stochastic limits for 
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Fig. 15. Genetically significant fraction of collective dose in females, against that in males, for populations uniformly 
exposed throughout life. (Source, UN Demographic Yearbook 1981, UN, New York, 1983.) 

maximum exposure of organs or tissues should be lower by a factor of ten for members of the 
public than for those who are occupationally exposed. 

(A 12) There are various reasons why these annual limits should be lower for the public, but it 
seems worth examining the quantitative aspects of this matter. 

(a) Lifelong exposure of members of the public might continue for an average of 80 years or 
more, rather than for the maximum of 50 years assumed for occupational exposure. A 
reduction by a factor of between 1.5-2, therefore, appears appropriate on these grounds 
alone. Moreover, the possibility of a relatively constant lifelong exposure to internal 
radiation from environmental sources is easier to envisage than constant intakes at the 
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Table Al. Relationship between life expectancy and mean age at 
conceptions 

Mean age Mean life 
at expectancy 

conceptions at birth” Linear regression of 
Cv. years) (x, years) r y on x 

Males 30.6 64.7 -0.68 y=53.2-0.35 (kO.06) x 
Females 25.9 68.7 -0.52 y= 33.0-0.10 (kO.03) I 

Genetically significant fraction of collective dose 
in females in males Linear regression 

057 0% +lbl 
ofponq 

p=O.14+0.49 (kO.06) q 

“The Demographic Handbook of 1983 contains a review of the ages of 
both parents at the time of birth of their children, on which data for mean 
ages at conceptions are based. The mean life expectancies at birth, quoted in 
the handbook for the same countries and years, are therefore used in this 
Table, although they differ from those of the countries and years recorded in 
World Health Statistics 1983 and used elsewhere in this report. 

Source: UN Demographic Handbook 1981, United Nations, New York, 
1983. 

Table AZ. Expanding populations: values of genetic risk ratios (G) for females 

Listed countries 
Mean parental age at conceptions Annual population increase Value of 

(A) (P? % Y-‘) G=(l +O.Olp)” 

Africa 26.4 2.9 2.1 
N. and Central America 25.2 0.8 1.2 
S. America 26.0 2.7 2.0 
Asia 26.8 2.0 1.7 
Europe 26.0 0.4 1.1 
Oceania 26.0 1.5 1.5 
USSR 25.6 0.9 1.3 

Source: UN Demographic Handbook 1981, United Nations, New York, 1983. 

occupational AL1 for 50 years in working conditions where intakes are regularly 
monitored or assessed. 

(b) In most countries, the total population is likely to be at least several hundred times as 
large as the population of those who are occupationally exposed to radiation. Insofar as 
sensitivity to non-stochastic effects of radiation is normally and equally distributed in the 
two populations, the difference in population size should not greatly increase the range of 
distribution of threshold values in different individuals because the range of normally 
distributed observations varies only slowly with sample size: for example by a factor of 
1.6 as the population increases from a thousand to a million. If, however, the increase in 
population size resulted in the inclusion of individuals of abnormal sensitivity, who 
would be excluded on medical examination from a working population, the range could 
be considerably increased. 
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(c) It must be emphasized that the threshold for certain non-stochastic effects, such as an 
impairment of bone growth owing to irradiation of cartilage, is likely to be substantially 
lower in children than in adults. If it is true, however, that non-stochastic effects are 
caused when a threshold dose is finally exceeded, such effects would only result from the 
exposure during childhood if the threshold in childhood were very much lower than 
values assumed for adults. If the adult threshold is not reached by constant exposure at 
the limit each year for 75 years, a lower threshold appropriate to any period within, say, 
the first 15 years of life, would not have been reached already during these 15 years unless 
it was five times lower than the recommended adult value; or, if the threshold value 
assumed for the protection of workers applied for adults in general, 50 times lower. 

(A13) In conditions of public exposure, as in occupational exposure (paragraph 128), it is to 
be expected that observation of stochastic limitation of dose rate will prevent the occurrence of 
non-stochastic effects in organs of greater sensitivity which have lower thresholds for induction 
of such effects, namely the bone marrow, gonads and lens. And for example, if fertility is not 
impaired by occupational exposure for the 30 years between the start ofemployment and the age 
by which almost all conceptions will have occurred, it will not be impaired by the exposure 
determined by the operation of a 10 times lower stochastic limit continuing for 50 years from 
birth to this age. 

(A 14) An added safeguard against induction of any non-stochastic effects in the public lies in 
the Commission’s advice5’ that, where individual members of critical groups of the public might 
in fact be significantly exposed during the whole of their lifetimes, this exposure should not 
exceed an average annual whole-body dose equivalent limit of 1 mSv. In these conditions, the 
lifelong accumulated dose equivalent in any organ at the end of 75 years would be 75 mSv by 
external exposure. This dose is only 0.3% of the 25 Sv threshold assumed for induction of non- 
stochastic effects in workers in most organs, and is less than 2% of any threshold indicated in 
Table 24 for more sensitive body tissues. 

(A15) It seems clear also that the limits for whole body or organ exposure of the public that 
are determined on stochastic grounds would, in themselves, prevent the induction of non- 
stochastic effects by any form of internal. exposure. When annual limits of intake for 
occupational exposure are determined by non-stochastic constraints, these AL1 values (ALI,) 
are never lower by a factor of more than two than the values (ALI,) that would bedetermined on 

stochastic grounds alone, except when thyroid or bone cells cause greater limitation. 
(A16) Even for these tissues, the ratio of ALI, to ALI, should not exceed 3.4, as the ratio 

between the non-stochastic limit of 0.5 Sv y-l for any tissue and the stochastic limit of 
0.17 Sv y - ’ for thyroid and bone cells if irradiated alone. Table A3 shows that this ratio of 3.4 is 
not commonly reached for any form of radionuclide intake, although “rounding” of ALI values 
produces a few ratios of up to five. (Higher ratios apply for exposure of skin, and of the lens in the 
case of two radioisotopes of krypton, from atmospheric sources, but lifelong exposure of 
members of the public to limiting concentrations of such sources seems implausible.) 

(A17) It seems evident that, as stated in ICRP Publication 41, “dose equivalent limits for 
stochastic effects will suffice to prevent the production of non-stochastic effects in members of 
the public”, even though the thresholds for non-stochastic effects should, appropriately, be 
somewhat lower in the public than in working populations. 

Effects of exposures during pregnancies 

(A18) For any section of the general population that is uniformly exposed at all ages, the 
risks per pregnancy are likely to be the same as discussed above (paragraphs 100-l 14), but the 
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frequency of pregnancies will be less. Thus, in a population that is not increasing in size, each 
woman will, on average, complete two pregnancies resulting in livebom children. If the life 
expectancy in females is 75 years, the probability of a pregnancy occurring in any one year will, 
therefore, be 0.027 rather than the value of 0.065 per year of occupational life adopted in 
paragraphs 130-143. 

(A19) In a population increasing by 2.7% per year, however (Table A2), and therefore 
doubling by the mean age of conception in women, the occurrence of four pregnancies within 
the reduced female life expectancy, say of 60 years, that is often associated with increasing 
population size, would raise the annual pregnancy rate to a value equal to that assumed for 
working populations. 

(A20) The contribution to the time-loss detriment due to exposures of the public during 
pregnancies, relative to that from other effects of radiation, would thus depend substantially on 
rates of population increase, less on life expectancy, and little on mean ages at conception which 
do not usually differ markedly in different populations. 

Conclusions 

(A21) As in the case of occupational exposure, it should be easier to develop indices of harm 
for radiation exposure of particular populations than for populations of the public in general, 
just as it is more realistic to assess the risks of specified industrial groups than those of industry 
in general. 

(A22) The same importance would, however, attach to the attempt to place different kinds of 
risk in some numerical perspective, and to elicit an informed assessment of the relative weight 
that should be placed upon the different contributions to public, as to occupational, risk. 
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